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Coping clothesline
Victims of sexual and
domestic violence find a way
to air out their pain with the
Clothesline Project.
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Tournament hardware
The SCS men's hockey team
takes home the trophy after
a weekend series. •
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Frigid weather ·
halts classes

Student
Government
faces budget
decisions

by Michael A. Koehler
Editor

by Sarah Humphries
Staff Writer

With budgets cuts around the
corner, SCS faces a tough
decision.
Melissa Kilian, Fee Allocation
chairwoman, discussed proposed
cuts to Counseling Services at last
week's Student Government
meeting.
According to information
presented to Kilian by Gene

Gilchrist, vice president of
Academic Affairs, next year's
budget
proposes
splitting
Counseling Services.
She explained that the services
operate on two different type5 of
budgets, an academic budget and
a

counseling

budget.

development

The plan

calls for

$250,000 from the counseling
development budget to be moved
to Health Services, along with
staff, which may result in a
decrease in the number of
services currently being offered to
students.
Kilian expressed concern that
the proposal was made without
being referred to the Fee
Allocation Committee.
'.'He (Gilchrist) made the initial
recommendation and we make
the cuts," she said, adding that
bypassing the committee leaves
them with little choice.
Additionally, Kilian discussed
proposed increases in tuition and
student activity fees and whether
an increase in one or the other
would affect student services.
"We need to further define
what student activity fees pay
for," she said.
·
'The services won't be as high
quality as they are now," she
added, assuming student activity
fees will not make up for the
decrease:
Kilian said sh~ planned to
present concerns to Lee Bircl,
stating the process overpassing
the Fee Allocation Committee
was shady, separating Counseling
Services may not benefit students,
shifting money to Health Services
may not benefit students and
shifting money to Health Services
would not reduce costs.
~---------~

Pat ChristmanfAssistant photo editor

Mark Smith, St. Cloud, putts Saturday afternoon during the Third
Annual Ice Bowl Disc Golf Tournament at Riverside Park.

A mass of arctic air wreaked havoc on St.
Cloud last week, setting record-low
temperatures in the process.
The frigid temperatures also caused Gov.
Ame Carlson to cancel classes Friday, as
SCS students gained another day to sleep in.
"The coldest air in North America came to
visit us," said Bob Weisman, associate
professor of earth sciences. "This stuff has
been brewing up in the Yukon Peninsula. It
came over from Siberia and brewed over the
Northern Yukon Territories for about a month
where there is no sunlight."
High pressure dragged the air mass over
Minnesota during the course of the last week,
he said.
St. Cloud set a record low temperature on
Friday for February with a low of minus 40.
The arctic blast also set a record for six
days with lows of minus 30 or below.
Tower, Minn. reached minus 60 at 9: I0
a.m. Friday, breaking the Minnesota record
set Feb. 8, 1899 at Leech Lake Dam and Feb.
2, 1903 at Pokegama Dam.
Temperatures finally rose above zero
Sunday, breaking the streak of six
consecutive days below zero.
'The only way you get rid of that once it
builds up is to bring it down to the middle
latitudes where there is a lot of sun,"
Weisman said.
The next few days could provide some
relief from the arctic temperatures.
"Once you get rid of the coldest air in
North America there is nowhere to go but
up;" Weisman said.

Governor's plan sets aside taxes for college savings
by Frank Rajkowski
News editor

Minnesota families maysoon be able to save money on taxes by
setting aside money for college tuition.
That is the purpose of a new bill introduced in the Minnesota State
House and supported by Gov. Ame Carlson. Carlson proposed the
program, called Ec!Vest, in.his State of the State speech last month.
The plan would allow individuals to contribute up to $2,000 a year
and married couples to contribute up to $4,000 a year to a tax-exempt
account set aside lo help pay tuition for their children, grandchildren
or themselves.
The money could be used at any university or technical college in
the state regardless of rather it is a public or private school. The plan
would allow anyone tO contribute, regardless of income, and that
contribution could be used as an income tax deduction. The plan
would only be offered as a volunteer program and contribution
would not be mandatory.
Brian Dietz, communications manager for Gov. Carlson, said the
plan is needed now more than ever if families are to be able to afford
to send their children to college.
"The reason behind the Governor's proposal is that the average
cost of attending college has increased much more rapidly than the
family income," Dietz said. "We want to bridge that gap by allowing

(families) to start savi_ng money for college anytime they want."
Dietz said the accounts would be managed by the Minnesota
Board of Investment and could only be used for college tuition .
Withdrawals would be made in the fonn of coupons students could
use to pay tuition at the schools of their choice.
aecause the program allows students to use funds deducted from
state taxes for tuition at private schools, it has drawn comparison to
the school voucher idea proposed by Carlson for grades K-12. Dietz
said there are similarities, but added the higher education system
already has programs similar to the voucher program right now.
'The higher education system in this stat~ already has a kind of
voucher system when it comes to financial aid," Dietz said.
"Student's can get grants and attend any school they want."
Jack Rhodes, communications director for the Minnesota State
Colleges and Universities system, said the MnSCU board has not
been able to examine and study the bill yet.
"It's an interesting idea and I know there's been some experience
with it in other states," Rhodes said.
Fanning an opinion about the bill as it now stands is hard because
it will change so much as it moves through the Legislature, he said.
"I know that some of the legislators· have had concerns about the
bill," Rhodes said. "It seems, as with most legislation, it will undergo
some revision."
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T-shirts tell tale of abuse, help victims vent
by Michael R. Koehler
Editor

·

Victims of abuse aired out their dirty
emotional laundry Wednesday and
Thursday in Atwood Memorial Center.
For some it was a chance to vent
anger, for others it was a chance to heal,
but for those who walked by the painted
T-shirts strung on a clothesline:....... it was
a sobering experience.
"I saw so many people who were just
blown away," said Robin Debates, a
member of the St. Cloud Area
Clothesline Project Committee.
The event, called the Clothesline
Project, was part of a national project
that has more than I 00 branches
throughout the country, including five in
Minnesota. The Clothesline Project is
an exhibit that epitomizes violence.
against women through the use of Tshirts designed by survivors, secondary
survivors and the friends and family of
women and children who did not
survive.
"I think that a lot of the women and a
lot of the friends arid family of women,
as well as boyfriends, husbands of
victims have a really appropriate way to
get some of the rage that they feel out in
a way that is going to be affecting the
community," Debates said.
The display in AMC was the first in
St. Cloud for the St. Cloud Area
Clothesline Project Committee, Debates
said. She is also active in N~.m-Violent
Alternatives and the Women's Center at

scs.
Debates explained how the St. Cloud
Area Clothe~line Project Committee
crune into exi'Stence. A g·roup from the
Women :s Equality Group went out to
the National Rally for Women's Lives in
Washington, D.C., last spring. There
they saw more than 6,000 shirts and
decided to start a chapter at SCS.
Many of the shirts had messages
expressing anger to perpetrators of
violence against women. The shirts are
color-coded into five categories: red for
survivors of sexual assault, blue for
survivors of incest, white for victims of
murder, yellow for survivors of
domestic abuse and purple for women
who were attacked because they are
"lesbians or were perceived to be
lesbians.
"I did my T-shirt in white, which
represented murder, because-I felt the
person murdered my soul," said senior
Noni Karkoska.
Karkoska said she was raped when
she was 14 years old - an event that
shaped her life.
"There will be baggage for my
lifetime. With as much healing as I will

Kevin Halgrimson/Staff photographer

A victim of rape expressed her anger with the perpetrator as part of the Clothesline Project display
Wednesday and Thursday in Atwood Memorial Center.
go through, that event will never be
erased from my life because that one
incident that happened shaped my
identity while I was growing up," she
said.
She did not tell anyone about the rape
for five years and her identity was
shaped as a person who coped with life
as a victim.
As a victim of sexual violence,
Karkoska said the Clothesline Project
was one of the most empowering
experiences of her life. It was a way for
her to come to an understanding about
who she was and how she is coping after
being victimized.
Karkoska was also involved in the
project as part of a social work class and
shared her observation of people's
reactions throughout the day.
"What was interesting was that
people crune back throughout the day to
get an update," she said. "It was
interesting to see too that men had
come. There were a few men who came
by and mimicked, but there were a few
gentlemen who came back every few
hours just to walk through the line."
Some of the T-shirts had messag~
aimed toward the perpetrators of violent
acts that were more harsh than some
people were comfortable with.
Karkoska defended the use of the harsh
messages, many of which included
profanity.
"This really isn't a presentation to
comfort men~ it's to heal women. Each

T-shirt is a representation of how each
woman needs to heal. If that is the way
she needs to do it, that is the way she
needs to do it."
While members of the Clothesline
Project may find support, the focus of
the group is something different.
The shirts the participants make are
not intended to be worn, they are just
intended to be part of a growing project
to. raise community awareness.
De?ates, who said she was involved
in an abusive relationship, described
how she copes with the abuse and is
working to make a difference. · She
volunteers at the Women's Center,
works with the Sexual Assault
Awareness Program, protests at Library_
18, an adult bookstore, and attends
candle-light vigils to honor those who
did not survive abuse.
"There are a lot of things you can do
to get involved," Debates said. "To me
getting involved is more effective than
just screaming at someone, because you
are working for a change instead of just
confronting someone in a very blunt

manner and not doing anything about it
after that."
However, every victim reacts
differently to sexual violence or
battering. Some of the responses
Debates said she has observed from
victims include super-involvement to
provide a distraction, depression and
suicidal tendencies. Others just close up
and refuse to tell anyone.
The Clothesline Project produced 56
shjrts that ,y.ere displayed in A.MC
during the two days of the event.
"It was just an incredible response,
more than we had ever hoped for,"
Debates said.
The St. Cloud Area Clothesline
Project is in the preliminary stages of
planning and organizing. The group is
asking for donations of money, T-shirts,
paint, markers, clothesline, clothespins
and other items. Contributions and
donations are tax deductible and are
handled through an account at the SCS
Alumni Foundation Center. For more
infonnation call the Women's Center at
255-4958.

"I

did my T-shirt in white, which
represented murder, because I felt the
person murdered my soul. "
- Nona Karkowski
Senior

Workshops help women develop assertiveness skills
by Rob LaPlante
Staff writer
f

The SCSµ Women's Center is conducting workshops
to help women apply assertiveness in their lives.
The workshops cost $5 to take place 6-~ p.m.
Wednesdays through Feb. 21 at the SCSU Women's
Center Colbert House North.
"All of the things we do tie into assertiveness," said
Beth Reubold, -student facilitator. "It's important for
women to take part and learn how to be more assertive
and our job is to help them develop that assertiveness into
their lives."
The workshop currently is full and has a number of
people on a waitiilg list.
''There are 15 members in the group," said Lee LaDue,

assistant director of Sexual Assault Services. "Right now
the workshop is doing well and we are col'lsidering doing
another one in the spring."
The class is offered to women only. The women
attending the class will take what they learn in class and
apply it to everyday life, LaDue said.
"The people are not likely to come to our class and
magically become assertive," she said. "It's a life-long
process and hopefully We can give them the tools it takes
to become assertive."
The workshop will also discuss the areas of conflict
resolution, self-es'teem, body-image, sexuality and
relationships.
The first meeting_ Jan. 24 introduced readings and
materials to aid assertive training. The second meeting
discussed basic assertiveness and value collisions.

In the upcoming week, the areas of self-esteem, bodyimage, sexuality and relationships will be discussed.
"I would like to become more assertive," freshman Jodi
Johnson said. "I'd like to have a better self-body image
and be able to speak up. Right now; I'm dealing wilh
situations and I get too aggressive or too passive."
LaDue explained there is a range of people who use all
of the communication styles (aggressive, assertive and
passive) and that men are more aggressive and women arc
more passive.
SCS junior Samara Bilyeu explained her goal for the
program.

See Workshop/Page 7
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Youth conference
promotes student voters
Youth Vote '96 is looking for people aged 18-24 to
participate in election training at Harvard University.
Participants have the opportunity to learn how to

organize young people to vote and work to get their
issues on the agenda during election year. Youth Vqte
'96 is recruiting students for its-national campaign to
get 12 million young people to the polls in Novembet
There will be a training session Feb. 16-18 at Harvard
University. At the conference speakero and panels will
explore issues of concern, such as education, violence,
the environment, the economy and the federal deficit.
Youth Vote '96 provides opportunities for students to
make their voices heard through the election process.
Organizations participating in Youth Vote '96 Include
Rock the Vote, the U.S. Student Association, Campus
Green Vote, U.S. Public Interest Research Group,
ACORN, Hillel, National Council of La Raza and 20/20

MNDOT stresses snowplow safety
by Brian Chrlstofferson
Stat(writer
The Minnesota Department of
Transportation is reminding the
public about winter work zone
safety and snow and ice control
operations.
According
to
MNDOT,
snowplow ttucks were involved
in 62 accidents statewide last
year. Of those 62 accidents, 14
involved motorists striking
snowplow trucks from behind.

Over the last seven· years, the
statewide average for rear-end
crashes is about 35 per year.
To handle snow and ice,
MNDOT has about 1,500 drivers

Vision.

operating

For infonnaHon and a regislTalion form call (612)
496~5%6 or write Youth Vote '96, c/o Institute of
Politics, Harvard Univeroity, 79 John F. Kennedy St.,
Cambridge, MA, 02138.

snowplow trucks throughout the
state.
"A snowplow truck is a
moving
work
zone
and
something to be taken seriously,"

more

than

800

Volunteer opportunities
available through thE! Link .

said Rod Pletan, MNDOT state

The Human Rights Commiseion of St. Cloud is in
need of three volunteers from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. on
~ to ,,_ide oft-site child ca... for a tenants
forum on discrimination. Students interested in
volunteering should contact Michael Leonard at City
Hall, 255-7204.
Volunteers are also needed for a new pilot project to
be located at Roosevelt School in St. Cloud. Volunteers
would assist with child care, Kidstop programs and
clerical duties.
lo volunteer, contact Maribeth Swalley at the SCS
Volunteer Link office in Atwood Memorial Center
Room 117B or call 255-3117.

snowplow trucks when they are
out cleaning the highways."
According to the MNDOT, the

maintenance engineer. "We need
the cooperation of motorists to
be more aware, drive slower and

respect

the

presence

of

most common causes of rear-end
crashes with snowplow trucks
are motorists driving faster than
conditions warrant, motorists
tailgating snowplow trucks and
encountering snow clouds.
Other causes are motorists
simply not paying attention to
which lane the snowplow truck
is in, and not realizing how
slowly a snowplow truck is
moving.
Even if motorists realize they
are approaching a snowplow
truck, it may be too late because
ice or snow on a roadway can
increase stopping distance
anywhere from 3 to IO times.
MN DOT
encourages
motorists to practice three
important rules when snowplow
trucks are on the road.
0
Slow
down
when
approaching a snowplow. The
traveling speed of a snowplow
truck ranges from 5 to 35 mph.
O Never pass a snowplow
truck or any other vehicle unless
it can clearly be seen from the
opposing traffic lane. Do not
drive into a snow cloud.
O On four-lane highways,
determine which lane the

Advertising contest to
promote creativity
USA Today, Follett College Stores and ARAMARK have
combined to sponsor the fourth annual "Collegiate
Challenge,,. a campus-based national advertising design
contest to promote literacy through grass roots volunteer
efforts.
The contest challenges college students to design
advertisements encouraging individuals to volunteer
time to teach others how to read.
The first-place winner will be awarded $2,500 and have
the ad published in USA Today during the first week of
May. The second-place winner will receive $1,000 and the
third-place winner $5()0.
To enter, students will develop an advertisement 13
inches wide by 21 inches deep promoting the cause of
literacy through volunteerism in local communities.
The advertisement can include any length of copy, form
of illustration or photography. A short paragraph
explaining the design concept must be attached to all
entries along with the entry form which is available at
ARAMARK dining hall locations.
Entry deadline is April 12. Entries will be judged by a
panel of advertising experts and USA Today staff.

Corrections
• University Chronicle will correct all errors occurring in its
news articles. If you find a problem with a story - an error
of fact or point requiring clarification - please call (612)

255-4086.

'

snowplow truck is working in.
There are right-lane-only and
left-lane-only snowplows.
Mike
Travis,
MNDOT
spokesman, said it is important
to remind the public about the
value of safe driving. "With the
way this winter has started out in
regard to snowfall, getting these
messages out to the public could
very well save many lives this
winter."
The potential for injury in
accidents involving snowplow
trucks and cars is sizable.
According to the MNDOT, the
average car weighs about 2 tons,
compared to snowplow trucks
which weigh anywhere from 17
to 35 tons.
Snowplow crews can be out
clearing and sanding the roads
~ytime during the day or night
and on any day of the week,
including holidays. Snowplow
trucks have flashing blue, yellow
or white strobe lights. The lights
are always on, whether or not it
is daylight or nighttime hours.
"Everyone on the highway has
the responsibility to be s~fe and
smart when it comes to winter
work zone safety,.. Pletan said.

Friday, Feb; 23, 1996
7:00 p.m.
PAC Center Stage

$7.50/ticket
Tickets are on sale NOW in PAC 202.
All seats are general adnilssion.
No reservations or phone calls please. Checks only.
Sponsored by:
Cine Scope SCSU's Student Film Club
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Editorial

u

Creative outlet beneficial
for victims of violence
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Project provides voice

Make a T-shirt, tell your story, vent your feelings and feel
better because of it.
The Clothesline Project held Wednesday and Thursday in
Atwood Memorial Center provided a creative outlet for
survivors of violence, people who know victims of violence
and friends and family of those who did not survive to express
their feelings about how violence had affected their lives.
Seeing that wall of painful memories proved to be a very
somber moment and brought alive the reality many of us are
aware of but too often would rather just forget.
Violence is a taboo subject that is too often avoided.
However, any issue, whether it concerns sexual violence or
something else, will never be combated if we keep hiding
behind our fears and ignorance.
First, we need to acknowledge that violence, sexual or
otherwise, is a part of the world we live in. However,
acknowledging violence does not in any way justify it. No
one deserves to be treated violently and no one should tolerate
it. Every person is a special individual and deserves to be
treated with respect.
Second, w,c;, should not expect to be able to make sexual
violence and violence in general cease, but we must recognize
and understand what we can do to help the victims of
violence. We must have the resources to help victims, but we
also must open our hearts in love and understanding
regardless of our own fears and anxieties. As in many areas of
life, reassurance lies in caring people, whether it be through
words or actions.
Not everyone has first-hand experience with violence, but
the issues stretch far and wide and are likely to affect many
people at some point in their lifetimes. It is a local, national
and international issue, and the project effectively tackled a
tough issue and raised awareness at SCS.
The Clothesline ~oject should be applauded as a step in
the right direction. It is a beginning that can start us along a
path that leads to a better understanding of violence. We all
need to work together to help combat the intense effects of
violence.
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Winter will last at least another six weeks
by Ryan Voz, Managing editor

For those of you who
are starting to finally
thaw from the extreme
temperatures over the
past week, do not get too
excited.
Beware!
Winter is not over yet.
In a past essay I wrote
Minnesotans need to
laugh at the cold rather
than let it get them down,
The laughing has just
begun that is, if you still
have any chuckle left in
you,
I believe this past cold
streak will return and will
return veiy soon.
Minnesotans tend to get
exciied way to early for
spring.
Temperatures will rise
and things might even
melt, but it is only
February.
After the fifth or sixth
blizzard, people tend to
get optimistic about th!;
arrival of spring.
My negative attitudes
about the length of winter
have accumulated in only
my 20 years and some
days. I wish the Artie air_
would be swept away by
global warming,
Noi only do humans
hide from the cold, but
one of our furry friends
does as well.

" After the fifth or sixth
blizzard, people tend to get
optintlstic about the arrival of
spring."
The furry friend is
winter's significant
symbol.
Last Friday was
ground- hog's day and the
little critter literally
needed to be dragged out
of his hole,
The ground hog saw his
shadow, meaning there
will be at least another six
weeks of winter.
Early thoughts of
spring on the way result
in ctisappoinnnent and
loss of hope for most
people, From Feb. to
May is only four months
but can seem like years
rather than months.
Some people try to
escape, People who
choose to go on spring
break get away for a short
time, but mrist return and
face the reality of subzero temperatures.
The saying "April
showers bring May
flowers" can be really
misleading.
What type of showers
does April bring?
April seems to bring

many types of showers.
My birthday is in April
and I never know what to
expect on my special day
of birth.
I have spent days
playing in the snow on
my birthday as well as
having the enjoyment of
playing baseball. As a
result, I have learned to
not plan anything on my
birthday which involves
doing anything outside,
Minnesotans build
character from the
miserable temperatures
which Minnesota
presents. I'm sorry, but do
not get excited yet there
are still many days to
come.
Winter in Minnesota is
something to be tolerated,
laughed at. Spring is a
long way away so sit
back and make the most
of the icebox we Ii ve in.
When summer comes
arrives we will appreciate
the warm temperatures an so will the ground hog.
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Chronicle editorial off the mark
It looks like University
Chronicle once again was
way off the mark due to a
poorly-researched editorial.

the article saying he needs
to spend more time

promoting HIV awareness.
Where have you been for
the last four years? Magic

1 am specifically talking

Johnson has been
promoting awareness to
numerous groups around
the country for the entire
time, including this past fall
in Minneapolis.
Also, with his comeback
it will show America that
an HIV positive person
should remain a vital part
of society and not be
ostracized.
I say welcome back
Magic, I am looking
forward to more "Magic"
memories.

about, "Lakers should not

bring the Magic back."
Magic chose to retire
from basketball in his

prime due to being HN
positive. He retired under
intense media and public
scrutiny, mostly due to
prejudices and lack of
knowledge about the
deadly disease.
He has now chosen to
return to the game he loves
and to show, HIV positive
or not, he can play the
game. I applaud Magic for
his willingness to take the
criticism of those out there
that will question his .
decision.
I also must disagree with

Bill Huston
junior
physical science
education

Magic Johnson's return to the NBA is
not hype; next time watch the game

After reading your
editorial in the Jan. 30th
edition, a few moments
ago, I was tempted to
search the neighborhood
'l'i> the easily ol'Allded.. Oi>jnrrumtmg µre lari,
for a dead crow which I
30th artjc!~ "Spray Painted Snow Leaves· Questions." could have offered you
•. I'm sorzy;_ l;JUI what is µre big d<ili!1 Someone spray
but realized that a crow
pij~ts a
o f ~ and tverybooj junij>l>to
·
would be wise enough
corn;lusions, becou!ing oh so-offended. Fii;~r and
not to be eaten by
!Mst~t,:,oitdon't_know l'/!IO
it someone who would
wi.i two women arid they IVanted Ii> express their Jove · write a statement such as
fot each other to the public.
you did regarding Magic
)'\'pen
l3w:e.xpress~$ his l_ove to P:<il!l\Y Sot, ill.I Johnson's return to
the.town IVater tower it is not spll!Shed all i)ver the
basketball.
pa;eer. Ifitwas, ~bod}'wouldm doin&it as a.
You apparently felt
pli!}' t o 11ei:their Slgnificiiill' l>ther back or1 ;good ieii;lli
omniscient when you
with them.
::i:
ascribed Magic's return
1'hen ag@l, ma,l)e it w~a heter/)sexual i:ou11l~:
to basketball as a hype.
F<it all know itcould be'formerNBA player K.iii:i
You could have learned
Vandeweghe ~ i n g his. love fi)r Playboy
the truth if you watched
Plliymate fff;idi Mark.
Tuesday evening's game
For people to inl!ltpret ii as a homosexual slur, just
when Magic was
goes 10 show theirllWll seiust view j;Urfacing. The;
interviewed after his
people being offeaded
i!ISO otti:nd ot!l<ii peopli:
stunning 19-point display
by being offendec{Jbe point is, Y\l!l do not know so
and fantastic assists, as
do not iU!!II': to conclu$io~s,
•. ·
..
he led the Lakers to a
Everything in this world iS offensive to somebody.
decisive win.
That is how Wll'1I gjll Slart1'd! Plus, It is jusi down,
In the post-game
rigni.annqylng to abwyt< ~ ~pl!' piss: and mO!ill
interview, he explained
about iss~ they do not koow all the facts about. So
that his return was due to
rea~ this article C@f!lmlly, get the facts straight, then.
after becq~ offciided ai whatii\l.ve wi:iiten; baVli
a beer (if ~ ~ of lx,er) and forget it, It is
0 • . pn! Peace mili:

Some 81@ents tool< spray
.e.ainHnQJX!Y ~oo !erlousix.
on
Ji.ii:

0

diditM•~

Billy

we

can

my

11'111-· ::

·=1-

will

pursuing visions of new
achievements. For a
youngster like you, to
come to a conclusion as
you did in your editorial,
I would suggest you
should examine your
apparent resentment of
Magic's return as,
perhaps, a form of anger
based on some fear that
you might fail in some
aspiration. That is a very
negative emotion and
very unproductive for
someone with your
potential. Start to believe
in the magic of your
talents and determination
and accept those
attributes in others, and
you will do just fine.
Be a vegetarian and
forget the crow.

Will Mische
freshman
un decid ed

* React * Write

Send letters to:
Opinions editor

...::..

~~

Read

his desire to play
basketball again. When
he was asked what he
would suggest to people
who are challenged by
health or other problems,
Magic said he thanked
God for help. in returning
to the game and believed
people in a challenging
situation should ask God
for help and keep on
living - do not give up.
I am surprised that you
would have not
understood that truth
after Michael Jordan
returned so successfully.
Last night's game put
your analysis to bed and
Friday's game with
Chicago
probably
put your opinion to ~est
even more so.
You know, that if you
looked around campus,
you would find many
non-traditional students
pursuing life with
continued studies and
"older" professors also

or E-mail
tigger::chronicle

University Chronicle

Aaron Herzberg
sophomore

.ur\de<:lded

. Cloud State University
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, MN 56301

or fax

.~

(612) 255-2164 ~
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Local colleges find ·working
together beneficial
by Sarah Tieck
Staff writer

together to benefjt all three
universities. The three schools
jointly host the May Bowle, a
"I think there's always been . charity ball held annually to
a spirit of cooperation," said raise dollars for fine arts
Dorothy Simpson, the vice scholarships. Last year, the
made
president
of
University fundraiser
Relations, when talking of the approximately $45,000. The
relationship between SCS, the proceeds were then diVided
College of St. Benedict and St. among the three schools.
John's University.
Much of the cooperation
SCS students have worked between the schools is done on
with CSB and SJU students on a departmental or program
several projects. Most recently, level, Simpson said.
Another way the various
according to Simpson, several
international students from the departments of SCS, CSB, and
three universities cooperated SJU cooperate is through the
registration
to produce the Chinese New tri-college
program. Since 1973, this
Year Celebration at SCS.
Female athletes from SCS, program has enabled students
CSB, and area high schools to take classes at any of the
have joined forces in a group three schools while continuing
known as Women in :Athletics to attend classes at their home
Voice of Enhancement to institution.
foste.r support for women's
"I think it develops good
athletics. "(Working together) public relations and that's
becomes a way to form important when you have three
friendships based on similar institutions of higher education
interests," Simpson said.
within close proximity of each
"We have a lot of things to other," said Anne Fields, the
share and can gain from assistant registrar in charge of
sharing. But there's always the tri-college registration
room
to
improve
our program.
Tri-college registration is
relationship," said Connie
Cross, the director of public primarily used by students
affairs at CSB. Faculty and interested in taking foreign
and
students
administraiors also work languages
working for a degree in

nursing. Through such a
program, one SCS student has
been able to take advantage of
Chinese language classes, and
others have taken a class
offered in the nursing program
atCSB.
The program is an asset to
students at the three schools,
Fields said, but scheduling
problems and the connict
between quarter system and
semester system al CSB and
SJU often prevent students
from utilizing the program.
"I really look forward to our
change to semesters, because I
think it will enable us to do
even more," Simpson said.
By working together, the
three
universities
also
contribute to the community.
Angelo Gentile, the director of
public
relations
and
publications at SCS, said the
city of St. Cloud reaps
educational
offerings,
economic benefits and an extra
cultural dimension from the
three schools.
"I think we're really
fortunate in this community,"
Simpson said. "(The three
universities) give us a cultural
dimension
that
most
communities of our size do not
have."

HERE'S A TICKET TO
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ENROLL IN
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Center
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do not mean any one thing,
but several things all at once.
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CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

Saturday: 5:30 p.m.
Sunday: ~a.m., ll:15a.m .• 8p.m.

Mass & Events 251-3261

Office 251-3260

You are required to come. to the
Student Services Office BB 123 to
obtain your ACCESS CODE, THE DAY
BEFORE YOU ARE SCHEDULED TO
REGISTER FOR SPRING QUARTER

1996..
Adviser,; will be available:
8a.m. - 4p.m.
Startin.gJan. 29
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Women's empowerment session_concludes celebration
disadvantage in society, Shetty
said.
"Only 12 percent of women
hold executive and managerial
jobs. At these jobs women are
still receiving lower pay.
Poverty occurs more in the
women households," she said.
"In the area of scienc~ the

by Nicole VanDerGriff
Assistant news editor
Women gathered 'in the
lounge of Hill-Case Hall
Thursday evening to express
their feelings, strengths and
desires.
The "Ai n't I A Woman,"
series included speakers,
activities and presentations.
.Concluding the celebration
of _women's empowerment
Thursday
evening
SCS
students gathered to talk about
what
they
liked
about
themselves and being a woman.
Many women in attendance
expressed the ways in which
women are unique in how they
expfess their emotions, how
women are becoming strong,
independent, loving, caring and
how they are taking everyday
challenges in stride.
A video titled "Wild
Women" was shown, which
consisted of a wide variety
movie scenes ranging from
''Thelma and Louise" to 'The
Terminator." The film showed
specific parts that portrayed
women
outside of the

::::::;~hm;;re::h;:!s~i~:
years is equal to the amount of
money the government spends
on the military each day."
The whole evening was not
spent digressing on inequality
for
women,
but
spent
de.veloping as women and
pulling together to build
strength.
"A strong woman is someone
Julla Peterson/Staff Photographer ·who believes in all of her
Sophomore Kristin Ohlson (left) and juniors Tina Gust and Molly Wilson celebrate women's powers and all the strengths she
empowerment during "Ain't I A Woman" week Thursday night in Hill-Case TV lounge.
has," Tina G~st, SCS junior
stereotypical female image. feminism.
opposite sex? If you can and assistant director of HillThe film gave examples of
''There are three points that answer 'yes' to all three, then Case Hall, said. "I hope that all
women being aggressive and can tell you if you are a you are a feminist.
women can believe this in the
assertive, which are considered feminist,"
Reena
Shetty,
"Being a feminist is what future."
atypical attitudes and actions of director of Hill-Case said. "Do you decide it or want it to be,"
The "Ain't I A Woman"
you want the best for all Shetty said. "A feminist is a program was sponsored by
Discussions ranged from women? Do you want the best person that wants to achieve a Residential Life, Hill-Case Hall
what makes women unique to job? Do you want to be a total life on their own."
staff, Minnesota AIDS Project
how society views the idea of equal partner to those of the
Woman
still
have
a and GB &Co.

tylission group heads for Jamaica
by Ryan Voz
Managing editor
A spring break trip means
lounging on the beach for most
college students, but one SCS
student will spend her time
caring for children in Montego
Bay, Jamaica.
Freshman Miriah Samuelson,
along with her mother Julie,
sister Kelsey and five others,
will visit the Blossom Garden
Orphanage from March 2 - 9 in
Montego Bay. The group will
bring supplies and care for
children under the age of 6.
They wili bring shoes,
crayons, markers and personal
hygiene products to children in
need. Salem Lutheran Church
of St. Cloud has been making
mission trips to Jamaica for
four years, although this will
be the first time they will visit
to Montego Bay.
The mission group will
repair
cribs
and
build
playground equipment at the
orphanage.
The group will stay in small
beach houses along the ocean.
Group members must provide
their own transportation to
Jamaica and supply their own
food during the mission.
Last August, Samuelson was
part of a mis.sion group which
visited Atongo, Mexico. On the
Mexico mission, the group
painted a fence, built an
addition to a church ancl helped
build a water ba$in for the

people of Atongo.
"After the last trip, we
-immediately decided to go on
another one," the Rev. David
Potter said.
Samuelson said she feels she
is really making a difference on
mission trips. She feels a sense
of accomplishment. "You get a
real sense of doing something
worthwhile when you go on a
mission trip," Potter said.
"When we left, people were
crying and they were counting
the days until we would come
back," Samuelson said.
"Mission trips open people's
eyes to cultural differences in
the world," she said.
"You see poverty-stricken
people and it makes you feel
bad and you just want to help,"
she said.
Even
despite language
barriers, Samuelson said she
can comrriu11icate through hand
motions and facial expressions.
"Even though you can't talk to
these people you still feel like
you really know them,"
Samuelson said.
Samuelson is an elementary
education major who would
like to teach in one of the places
she has visited on mission trips.
''The people give us much
more than we could ever give
them," Samuelson said.
Another trip to Mexico is
being planned and is scheduled
for July. Samuelson plans to be
a part of it.
"It's really hard to leave

Pat Christman/ Assistant photo editor

Freshman Miriah Samuelson w!II work at an orphanage in
Jamaica during spring break repairing cribs and reading
stories to children.
when you're down there, but anyone interested. If interested
we're there for as long as we in offering a donation or going
can," she said.
on a mission trip, contact Julie
The mission trip is open to Samuelson at 259-4674.

Workshop:
from Page 2 - - - "I think the cl.ass will
help me bec~m~ a better
leader," Bilyeu said. "I
want to be able to say what
I feel and be able to say
what I feel without undue
stress in a relationship."
The fact that men are not
able to participate in the
workshop doesn't mean the
Women's
Center
is
ignoring
the
male
perspectives. LaDue said
there was a. program
similar to this o~e held last
spring where both men and
women
discussed
relationships.
"I think it's easier for
women to talk when just
women
are
around;'
LaDue said. "When men
are involved , you get
different gender dynamics
causing women to be a
little more passive."
The class will meet three
more times. For more
information , call
the
Women's Center at 2554958.
"Most people come into
training with specific
situations," Reubold said.
"My goal as a facilitator is
to have the student come
out of training feeling like
they can solve their
problems in an assertive
manner."
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Just in case
you decide to buy
the books
·this semester.

It's everywhere
you want to be:

Halenbeck Aparlments
Now renting summer and fall,'96!
Pick out your own large private room in our
beautifuf two-bath apartments housing up to
four people at Fifth Ave., I ltll St. S..
:
•
•
•

~~~:dci~~rb~~i1~rs
avail_able ~torage space
on-site com laundry
off-street parking

~ici~~\~~~~\

:
next door
• U pik-kwik next poor
• quiet & well-managed
• no application fee

Nine & 12 month leases are available
as monthly or quarterly payment plans
• $549/person/quarter
• $183/person/12 months

~

NEW! SAVE ON COLOR ~~
LASER PRINT-OUTS

.

~

..

GOFAR

Lea~~o~:~:~

Air Force can take
you. If you're a college
graduate, you may qualify
for Air Force Officer Training
School. After completing Officer
Training School, you can become a
commissioned Air Force officer
with:
• great starting pay
• medical and dental care
• 30 days vacation with pay per
year
• management opportunities
Go far in a career as an Air Force
officer, Call
~

Now you can make great color laser prints by using the
new 600-dpi Apple Color Lase.Writer at all Kinko's
Copy Centers. For only $1.99 each, you can make
bold, bright, crisp, high-resolution color printouts yourself directly from a Macintosh or
IBM computer. From now on, give your
important computer documents more
impact by printing them in full color.
Apple s new color LascrWnter 1s
~~
another fi11;\ at Kmko's It makes full
color comp11tcr print-outs quick, easy
and econo111ical. So start saving on color
print-01i1.ts today.

r.....,...,..,.._.~

Open 24 Hours

259-1224
2 l. 1 Fifth Ave nue 5.

- --

INTHE

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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Husky hockey hauls horne the hardware
by Kerry Collins
Sports editor

with MTU without a loss (3-0-1 ).
Senior assistant captain Taj Melson
picked up Most Valuable Player hwiors for
For the first time this season, the Husky the weekend.
hockey team came home from an away
''That is actually a team award," Melson
series without a loss, and this time some said. "Nobody plays well unless the people
hardware was included.
around him do."
The Huskies combined a win and a tie to
Melson may not have led the Huskies in
bring back the John Maclooes Memoriaf scoring over the weekend, but Parrish said
Trophy.
Melson did the little things tp lead to
"We hoped to get the trophy and when victory.
we did it, was great. It was pretty big and it
''The MVP isn't necessarily the guy who
was heavy," freshman forward Mark gets the most points, but the guy who goes
Panish said.
out and does the most," Parrish said. "Taj
"Our confidence is high right now," • deserved it because he does that game in
freshman forward Mark Parrish said. "We and game out."
feel like we can stick with anybody and
Head coach Craig Dahl said the honor
possibly beat anybody after we play like could have gone to a number of players.
that."
"Parrish, (junior Dave) Paradise or
The Huskies traveled to Houghton, (freshman) Jason Goulet all could have
Mich., to play in the Winter CamivaJ series, gotten it," he said. "We got good play from
where few teams have found success. With many different players."
a 4-4 tie Friday, and a 7-5 win Saturday,
SCS tied MTU 4-4 Friday, after MTU
SCS came home ending the season series scored two unanswered goals in the third

"We feel like we can stick with anybody
and possibly beat anybody after we play
like that. "
- Mark Parrish
SCS freshman forward
perjod. SCS got goals from four different
players in Friday's tie.
"We thought we should've won on
Friday but they got a lucky bounce on the
fourth goal," Dahl said. ''Nobody missed
anything or did anything wrong, they just
got a lucky bounce."
Dave Paradise picked up three assists in
Friday's game.
The Huskies came 01,1.t scoring Saturday,
notching five first-period goals, their most
in a period this season.
"We came out fired up because we
wanted to beat them in their own place and

we wanted to get that trophy."
The Huskies jumped ahead 3-0 in the
first period, getting goals from Parrish,
freshman Jason Goulet and sophomore
Mike Maristuen.
MTU scored two goaJs 19 seconds apart
to close the lead to 3-2.
SCS led 5-2 after one period, getting
goals from Paradise and Parrish. Parrish
scored two goaJs in the first period and
Melson picked up two assists in the
opening stanza.

See Hockey/Page 10

Win more than just a conference victory for men's team
Raymond sets SGS all-time wins mark
by Rob LaPlante
Staff writer

"Things
started
clicking
tonight,"
Hinzman said. "We were
The
SCS
mens
running well, Todd
basketball team came away
(Bouman) was shooting
with only one win last
well and our defense
weekend, but the victory
picked us up."
was a historic one.
Hinzman finished the
After dropping Friday's
game with a doublegame, 79-64 to North
double, scoring
16
Dakota State Universi1y,
points and grabbing 14
the Huskies regrouped to
rebounds. Whitlock also
defeat the University of
had the double-double,
North Dakota 90-70 at
""'•iflJra'~L
finishing with 20 points
Halenbeck Hall, running
and 10 assisls. But the
their record to 6-5 North
Huskies got a much
Central Conference and 14iillil&a....
needed scoring boost
6 overall.
from Bouman, who
The victory Saturday
pumped in a career-high
night ended the Huskie's
24 points.
three game losing streak
"I was able to hit some
and also made SCS head
open shots tonight,"
coach Butch Raymond the
Bouman said. "The
all-time winningest head
~lowout was nice, but
coach at SCS with 208
we just needed a victory
career victories , passing
Kevin Halgrimson/Staff photographer here tonight. we had to
Red
Sevcrson's
207 SCS junior forward Tony MorrOV( grapples with North Dakota State University's Tory Meiborg get back on the winning
victories.
Raymond's Friday at Halenbeck Hall. NDSU won 79-64, but the Huskies defeated the University of North Dakota track and now we can
career record at SCS stands 90-70 Saturday for Butch Raymond's 208th career win at SCS, setting the record for all-time wins. concentrate
on
at 208-131.
· advantage over the Bison. However, the
The Huskies were led in scoring by Morningside and South Dakota."
'This is just another proud moment only lead the B'ison had in the half, sophomore guard Sean Whitlock's 12
"It was a great win," Hinzman said.
for this team," Raymond said. 'We had came on a layup by guard Fred Fridley, points. Bouman and junior center "We played hard tonight and didn't let
to make some changes this weekend, which gave the Bison a 33-32 halftime Shane Poepping each had 11 points for the other team come back in the second
plus we had to overcome our losses."
advantage.
the Huskies.
half like we did last night."
The Huskies looked to snap a twoIn the second half it was all Bison.
"We came out in the first half and hit
The win and the loss this weekend
game losing streak Friday. The Huskies NDSU
barraged
the
Huskies, our open shots," Bouman said. "In the improves the Huskies home record to
startedthegamewithoutstartingjunior particularly Fridley from the 3-point second half, we fell behind, we were 11-2 and iceeps the Huskies tied for
forward Bret Yonke who qi.iit the team. line. Fridley finished With 21 points and getting good looks at the baskets, but fourth place in the . crowded NCC
"On Tuesday, Bret (Yonke) asked to hit 5 of 6 treys for the game.
the shots just weren't falling."
standings.
leave the team for personal reasons,"
The Bison outscored the Huskies 46Against UNO Saturday, sophomore
The Huskies will travel this weekend
Raymond said. "As a coach, I honored 32 in the second half, and 79-64 for the center Jon Hinzman scored t3 seconds to take on Morningside College and the
his decision and thanked him for being game.
into the game to give the Huskies a 2-0 University of South Dakota. Both
on the team."
"We knew St. Cloud would come out lead, a lead that they would never games begin at 8 p.m.
With the absence of Yonke, senior tough tonight," Fridley said. "But we're relinquish the rest of the game.
"Once again I congratulate the
forward Todd Bouman got the start this on a roll and to come in here and beat
The Huskies shot 53 percent from the coach," Hinzman said. "He's done a lot
weekend.
them on their floor where they were 10- field in the first half, eiiough to build a of good things and from here-on-out,
The Huskies jumped to an early 18-8 1 gives us a lot of confidence."
36-32 halftime lead.
he'll set the record everytime we win."
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SCS women's team picks
up moral victory in loss
by Jeff Mansager
Staff writer

higher for this game than the first
meeting between these two teams Jan. 5
in Grand Forks, N.D. In that game UNO
Despite
two
North
Central won 85-66.
Conference losses this weekend, the
"I was fired up and I love to see
SCS women's basketball squad everybody else fired l!P," Ruberg said.
managed a win of a different sort.
Ruberg guarded Crouse for much of
The Huskies (4-7 North Central the game, and she outscored Crouse 20Conference, 10-10 overall) were within 18 and out-rebounded her, 13-7.
three minutes of pulling off an upset
"She's very tall," Ruberg said about
against the fifth-ranked University of Crouse. "I tried to front her, and if I
North Dakota Saturday.
needed help on the backside, I asked."
With 3:01 left, SCS's 6-0 freshman
Ulferts said she was happy with
post Stacy Ruberg scored a basket inside Ruberg's play down the stretch.
and was fouled by UND's leading scorer
"(Ruberg) played very well, and she
and rebounder, 6-3 frCshman center played aggressive. She didn't shy away
Jenny Crouse. Ruberg completed the at the end of the ball game," Ulferts
three-point J)lay and SCS led 66-62.
said. "The big thing about Stacy is she's
Down the stretch the Huskies could getting ·stronger and stronger every
not hold the lead, and the Sioux made a game
14-2 run without Crouse to win 76-68.
Ulferts said she was happy with the
" 'On the scoreboard it's a loss, but in way the team came out Saturday after
our minds it's a win," senior center Friday's game, a 76-36 loss to North
Brenda Meyer said.
Dakota State University (9-1 NCC, 17-2
"We were in the right position," said overall). She said they had a good shoot
SCS head coach Lori Ulferts about the around in the morning and they were
four-point lead. "We played tentative confident before the game.
instead of going for it."
In the NDSU game, the Bison took
The Huskies played very well for control of the game early and never
much of the game. In the first half they looked back. NDSU, the defending
trailed by as many as IO points, but they national champions, built a IO point lead
kept battling back. Meyer led the midway through the first half, and the
Huskies first-half comeback scoring 12 · Huskies never got closer than 10.
Pat Christman/Assistant photo editor
of her 16 points in the half, to help build
"We just didn't play well (Friday) in SCS freshman guard Katie Shea drives against University of North
a 38-36 SCS halftime lead.
any areas," U1ferts said. 'They're a very Dakota center Jenny Crouse Saturday in Halenbeck Hall. The Fighting
In the second half, the Huskies found good team. They're a national Sioux defeated the Huskies 76-68.
themselves trailing by as many as eight (championship)-caliber team, and we players more closely, they lacked the Meyer, who led the Huskies with 17
points, but led by Ruberg the Huskies aren't up there yet."
rebounding inside because the Husky points. "They're thinking right now
battled back and took a four-point lead,
NDSU had first-half success with its players were on the perimeter. The every game is important for the national
their biggeSt leiid of the game with 3:01 outside shooting, and that caused Huskies got no help on offense in the championship."
left.
problems for the Huskies, because they second half either, managing only 12
Ulferts said the game plan was there,
"On defense, we stopped their inside were keying on the Bison's inside game, second-half points.
but the Huskies just did not play well
really well," Ruberg said. "I feel good which hurt SCS in the Jan. 6 107-69 loss
'They just came out moie aggressive and they were playing an excellent
about it, but it was a bad one to lose."
in Fargo, N.D.
in the second half;'' senior forward team.
Roberg, who had a game-high 20
In the second half when the Huskies Heidi Stuberg said.
'Their defense is excellent, and they
points, said the Huskies' intensity was started to go out and guard the perimeter
'They're all such good athletes," said know what it's like to win," Ulferts said.

WCHA STANDINGS

Hockey:

Countering builds Husky confidence

"We just got great chances and started
W-l•T Pts. W-L-T
burying them," Melson said. "We finally
ColOradoCollege 21-1-4 46 23--2-4
got some breaks to go our way."
Minnesota
1!;J-5-2 40 23-5-2
The Huskies' biggest lead was 6-2, late
Denver
16-S..2 34 20.8-2
in the second period when sophomore
North Dakota~
15-11-1 31 18-13-1
, Mlnnasota-Oututh 14·13--1 29 18-1:3-1
forward Sacha Molin scored at the 14:43
MJchigan Tech
9-12-5 17 11-15-5
mark.
WISCOOSin
10.lS..1 20 9-15-2
MTU shaved the lead to 6-5 in the third·
St. Cloud-State
7~15-4 18 8,.11-4
period, getting goals from Jarkko Ruutu
Alaska.-AnchOrage 6.16-4 16 7.17-4
Northern Michigan 3-22·1 7
5-25-1
and Jason Prokopetz.
Goulet put MTU away, ending the
Results Friday
scoring with 5:15 to play, which gave the
St. Cloud State 4, Michigan Tech 4 OT
Huskies the 7-5 win.
ColQrMo College 5, Denver 4
. "It was nice to see that we were able to
North Oakota 8, MiMesota 2
Wisconsin 4, Mionesota--Duluttl 2
answer. We did have some lapses but we
Alask.a-Anchofage s. Northem _Michigan,2
were able to bounce back," Melson said.
"We showed ourselves that we were able
Results Saturday
to counter and that is what we will need
St. Cloud State 7, Mlehlgan Jech s
Colorado College 6, Denver Q
for playoff hockey."
North Dakota 7, Minnesota 5
Melson said the Huskies got solid play
V\llsconsin 6, Alaska-Aflchorag'e 3
from its third and fourth scoring lines and
Alaska·Ancholage 3, """""mMlct,gan 2
that will also be important in the run for
the playoffs.
WCHASeheduto
"Everybody has a role," he said.
"(Sophomore Rob) Klasnick's line played
Friday, Feb. 9
really well in their role this weekend. You
Alaska-Anchorage at St. Cloud State
don't hear about them much but those
guys do the little things needed to ~in
North Dakota at Wisconsin
games."
Colorado Cotlfge at Minnesota
With the University of Wisconsin
saturday, Feb. 10
sweeping the University of Minnesota AJeaka-Anchotqe at St. Ctovd State
Duluth, the Huskies remained in eighth
Nofthem Michigan at Mchlgarl Tech
place in the WCHA.
Mlmesot&-Ooodh at Denver
"It was disappointing that Wisconsin
~~~
swept UMD because we wanted to move
" - - - ~ - - ~ - ~ - - - - ' up," Parrish said. "We just have to keep
Conf.

Overall

::.~:=',Tech
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" We showed ourselves that we were
able to counter and that is what we will
need for playoff hockey. "
-Taj Melson
SCS senior defenseman
------------------------worrying about catching the teams in front bad. It goes to show that you never know
ofus."
· when it'll be all over," Dahl said. "It's real
· Dahl said he was happy with the way unfortunate that his career has to end like
the team has been playing fately and hopes that."
it can move up in the standings.
Both games against UAA are at 7:05
"We're five points out of sixth and two p.m. at the National Hockey Center.
points out of seventh and we've been
playing better," Dahl said. "We played a
Husky notes:
0 Freshman forward Matt Cullen leads
lot better on 'i'he road and I'm happy with
that."
the Huskies in scoring (10 goals-22
SCS returns home for five of its final assists-32 points). His 22 assists also lead
six-games.
the team.
The Huskies will face the University of
0 Molin leads the Huskies in goals
Alaska Anchorage Friday and scored with 16. The sophomore from
Saturday, a team Melson said SCS should Stockholm, Sweden is also second on the
defeat.
team in scoring (16g-15a-3lp).
"We just have to keep winning the
0 Sophomore defenseman Andy Vicari
games we should win to put ourselves in a picked up a game disqualification penalty
good position for the playoffs," he said. at the end of Saturday's contest. SCS will
"We've got to win this weekend to keep have tQ do without the sophomore from St.
moving up."
Cloud in Friday's contest against UAA.
Senior assistant captain P.J. Lepler Minus Lepler and Vicari, SCS will only
broke his ankle in Friday's game and will have five defensemen against the
be finished for the season. "It's really too Seawolves.
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Staff Column

Hobey Baker Award race tightening up
Michigan's Morrison should win •it all
The Hobey Baker Award is considered to
be the Heisman Trophy of college hockey,
and many talented players have a shot at the
award, but it may be tough to wrestle the
prize from a Wolverine.
The University of Michigan probably has
the most talented player in the nation in
junior forward Brendan Morrison. In 20
games this season, Morrison has tallied 48
points (19 goals-29 assists). That's 2.4
points per game (remember, he's only a
junior).
Morrison was a finalist last season and
look ninth in the voting, as a sophomore.
That's a pretty impressive resume 10 bring
to this year's selection committee, and he's
only gouen beuer.
Not only does the junior bring scoring to
the Wolverines, but he provides a spark on
the ice. He is a threat to make something
happen every time he touches the puck and
he often makes things happen for fourthranked Michigan.
Every facet of Morrison's game is topnotch, and he possesses every coach's
dream - the undying will to win. He
makes the players around him better, and is
probably the largest reason for the
Wolverine success this season.
From our very own Western Collegiate
Hockey Association, there are two
candidates who are right in the thick of
things for the award. University of North
Dakota senior Teeder Wynne and University
of Minnesota senior Brian Bonin are both
Hobey hopefuls.
Wynne picked up seven points (3g-4a) in
the UNO shellacking of the Gophers this
weekend to push him into the national

points lead, passing Bonin, who tallied only
three points in the series. The Fighting
Sioux center has scored 60 points (22g-38a)
in 31 games.
For Bonin, the weekend meant falling
from first 10 second in WCHA scoring (22g36a-58p), and it also showed that the UNO
squad showed more integrity on the ice, and
Wynne contributed to that by.,leading the
Sioux in scoring over the weekend.
Although it was the Gopher goalies who got
shelled this weekend, Bonin's Hobey Baker
chances could feel some damage.

Don't get me wrong, Bonin is probably
one of the top five college hockey players
in the nation, and could still come away
with the award.
Wheil it came down to it, Wynne's entire
line shined, while Bonin struggled. One
thing that Morrison and Bonin have that
Wynne does not is a good supporting cast,
and that is a definite plus for Wynne.
Arguably, Bonin has the best supporting
cast in the nation.
In WCHA scoring, Bonin is surrounded
by Gophers in the top ten while the only
Sioux up there is Wynne.
. The Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference also has some notables, along
with Hockey East. From the ECAC, the
tandem of junior forwards Martin St. Lquis
and Eric Perrin from the University of
Vermont have been much talked about. St.
Louis has scored 47 poi~ts in 21 games and

Ul'B. plT?;fEl.lfs

Hypnotist
John Ivan Palmer

Perrin has scored 51 points in 24 games.
• The stats for the duo are nearly as
impressive as Morrison 's, but the pair has
its criticisms. The major criticismjs that St.
Louis doesn't play as well without Perrin
and vice versa. All prolific scorers are only
as good as the people who get the puck to
them, and every great passer is only as good
as the people he gets the puck 10.
Another tandem,.from Hockey East's
Boston University, headlines the top
candidates. Sophomore forward Chris Drury
and senior forward Jay Pandolfo are first
and second respectively in Hockey East in
scoring. Pandolfo leads the conference with
25 goals and has 45 points in 24 games.
Drury has 46 points in 21 games.
The Terrier tandem has the luxury of
sitting in a greater part of the spotlight than
the rest of the candidates because of their
national championship last season. Drury is
·only a sophomore and leads one of the
bener college hockey conferences in
scoring. He could be a future threat for the
award, but don't expect him to garner it this
season.
If I got to vote, it would be cast for
Michigan's Brendan Morrison and I expect
him to come away with the honor this
season. However, don't underestimate
Bonin or even the surprising Wynne. Sixty
points is quite a few, and that number is one
that is easy to look away from. Do not
forget Pandolfo, who has 25 goals ~n the
talented Hockey East.
All of these players have a shot for the
honor, but Morrison's all-around skills
should rise him above the rest when the
award is given out March 29.
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Grapple rs
split in
Colorado
by Brian Wierima
Staff writer
The SCS wrestling team
spijt its matches this weekend
by defeating Colonido School
of Mines and losing to the
University
of
Northern
Colorado.
The Huskies traveled to
non•conference
Colorado
School of Mines Friday,
winning 21-12.
SCS dominated the first part
of the meet.
Wins were
registered by 118-pounder
Jason Zitzmann, 134-pounder
David Newman, 142•pounder
Jeff Bullennan, 167•pounder
Ryan Marx, and heavyweight
Simon Kern. Andy Reigstad
continued to roll with his pin
in the first period at 150
pounds.
The Orediggers made a
comeback by winning three of
the last five matches, but SCS
built too big of a lead in the
first pa.rt of the meet.
"It's starting to sink in now
that we have to do better on
our feet," said SCS coach
Steve Grimit.
The Huskies ran into a
tough nationally-ranked UNC
team, losing 33-3 Saturday.
1be Huskies wrestled the
Bears tough, losing several
close matches.
The meet
started out with excitement
when Zitzmann went into
overtime, but fell short, losing
10-8.
Bullerman also went into
overtime, but he also fell
short, losing 5-3. Other close
matches not going in the favor
of the Huskies were 126pounder Brett Swaim losing 54, 158-pounder Jeremy Lang
losl a 4--1 bout, and 167pounder Ryan 'Marx, who lost

3-2.
Reigstad
'won
9·5,
registering the Huskies' only
points, although he didn't win
with his accustomed pin.
Reigslad is now ranked
number two in the natiOn for
Division II in the 15()..pound
class.
'We gave a good effort but
there are a lot of things we
need to work on," Marx said.
"Everybody went as hard as
they could, but we could
improve."
'There was a lot of close
matches on Saturday," Grimit
said...We're awful close. We
just have to keep working to
get better."
SCS's record is now 4-4
overall and 1-4 in the NCC.
The Huskies wrestle the
University of North Dakota on

~

For Career Information
Call
Performing at the Quarry
8 p.m.; Tues. February 6
Free with SCS i.d., $3 public
tickets available at AMC 118
J:im Nan lbbner is renowned as the Wcrld'sfastest hypndist lking his Voice and noovertn I suggestions he ron
l]ypndize as m:my as 30 pecp/e in fess tfun a minute.
IAning Tusd>ys show, Iblmer may also shaw gf his photogrophic memay and ESP skills

~~;~fonnation call 255-22051/n

612-654-5089

Satunlay in Grand Forks, N.D.
'The North Central Conference

S'&C10UDTECIINICAL

Tournament is March 3rd at
Nonh Dakota State University

COLLEGE
ADA Accmiblc Pacili11 Affimmiff Aaloalf.qw.l 9pporalaltJ llcwalor ud

l!mplopcr

in Fargo. N'.D.
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UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

TOWNHOMES
1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

BUY RECYCLED.

SPRING BREAK 1996
With MAZATUIN EXPRESS from $399

Get out of the cold! Sun &Cerveza =Mexico!
Airfare/ seven nights hotel/FREE nightly beer
parties. Discounted Activities!!! Call 1~3(,6,4786

AND SAVE;

to reserve your space today!!! Get.,frgg._infonnation

lllanks to you, an sorts of eve~y
prodoctsarebeingmadelrorecycled
materials. euttokeeprecyding
workingtoproteetthe Earth,you
neecltobuythoseproducts. To
receiveafreebrochure,cal

Wednesdays & Thursdays from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. at
AMC lobby. Limited space-don't miss out!

1-800-CAU.·EDF.

htlp://www.mazexp.com

&El¥I
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APARTMENTS
WITH COMPUTERS

Premiere Student Housing
• Heated Swimmhtg Pool
• Air conditioning
• Free ParkJng/Outlets
• large Storage Room
• Sand Volleyball Court
• Frost Free Refrigerators
• Heat and Water paid
• laundry Facilities
• Phone/Cable each bedroom • Vending Machines
• Celling fans in bedrooms
• Campus Clipper & Metro Bus
• Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Indivklual Leases
• Microwave/Dishwashers
• Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

Think about it, next year you can live in an
apartment building with a computer, dedicated phone
line, and a lazer printer available 24 hours a day
for your use at no charge to you.

We have Windows, Word for Windows,
Word Perfect, a connection to the library,
MNWAS and much more.
~

Brideeview S o u t h . Brideeview West

9Hlf,/lqualttyhai.l•for1-lnlf,ht..

9 Opllon•I RIT molOre<H<:h.

,:,,......,.,.

:•FuN--•Uon•,-i,
=. ,:;:o:-:-.:i-:."::" \!:=:;r~
~,,.,,,(>•
.Alllan•&Hrvk•e"-'ll'Hlne/Uftd.

For lnformaUon & Reservations:

CALL

Call Today!!

252-2633

253-1100

Melanie 654-9806
Julie 202-0244

Cmnpus Vloce iportments
✓

Parking
Air Conditioning
Heat Paid
Water Paid
✓ Quiet Building
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Private Bedrooms
Shared Bedrooms
Mini Suites
Free Storage

Microwaves
Dishwashers
Laundry
Mini Blinds

Limit one coupon per customer
Expires Februamy 13, 1996

2, 3 & 4 bedroom apartments available at six locatwns!
call Greg for more information

253-9002
,

SUMMER _ FALL RENTA~

Q~,,~?.~~t~a~~s

fie

MASTERCARD • VISA • DISCOVER ACCEPTED
1712 Mall Germain• Downtown St. Cloud ( Across from McGrudy's)

I
I

253-7202

Ywr 5C5U fanninci Headquar-l:er5

C---------------~
1,

I Classic 500 & River Ridge Apts.
I

Fall Rates: $198 to $229
Summer R~tes: $95 to $150

* Off Street Parking

* Laundry

* Tuckunder Parking

* Air Conditioning
* Mini Blinds
* Heat/Water paid
* Free Basic Cable

* Ind. Locked Bdrms

• On Site Caretaker

* Controlled Access
* Dishwasher

* Microwave

Announcing 1996-1997
Apartment Rates For As Low
As $180/month
CHECK US OUT!

MOMIN■iui♦Mt■•i
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The festivifas are over, but the recovery has jus't begun
STORY BY
ERIC HEDLUND

DIVERSIONS EDITOR
PHOTOS BY
KEVIN HALGRIMSON

STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

A

midst hoots, hollers and flying
fruit, KVSC-88. t PM's Trivia Fair
1996 came to a jubilant end Sunday

night.
Trivia team members who were stiii
conscious after 50 straight hours of
answering questions assembled in the
Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium. They
were there to listen to the final score totals,
find out which teams made the top 10 and
learn which team would claim the first
place trophy.
As people gathered in the auditorium,
KVSC's station manager Jo McMullen
shouted, "Does anybody want an orange?"
and proceeded to hurl fruit to the crowd,
with the help of other trivia workers.
The scores for all 4 1 trivia teams were
announced, in ascending order from least to
most points. Teams with members present
in the auditorium were cheered and
applauded while absent teams were booed
and hissed.
The last team announced, the first-place
winner, was GDI, which earned 9,360
points.
Mark Ditlevson, co-captai n of GDI, said
winning the trophy this year meant a lot to
him, particulary because it was a close race.
GDI, which has been a trivia team for 14
of the 16 years KVSC has put on a trivia
weekend, earned 260 points more than the
second-place team, Animal House.
"Some years we know by hour 45 we're
going to win," Ditlevson said. "This year
we didn't know until we c ame in."
He said they knew the teams against
which they were playing had the caliber to
catch up and beat them.
Ditlevson has been a member of GDI for
0

12 years, and he said a team has to have a
strong chemistry.
"We've got to like them," he said. "If you
put in 50 hours together you'd better get
along."
Many of GDI's long-distance member
did not panicipate because of the weather,
so the team mainly consisted of the core St.
Cloud group. Still, the weather may have
been a contributing factor to the team's
members; according to Ditlevson.
"Whitt else are you going to do on the
first weekend in February, especially when
it's 40 below zero outside?" he said.
GDI's members include business
managers, lawyers, journalists and stude nts,
he said.
' 'The team has got a real wide range of
people," Ditlevson said. "That's part of the
reason I think we're successful."
The fondest memory he said he will take
away from this trivia weekend is his team
getting a 300-point q1:1cstion, something he
said GDI has never done before. The
question required teams to name every food
available on a stick at the Minnesota State
Fair, Ditlevson said.
"We were the only team to get it," he
said.
When the question was asked, GDI was
in third place. The points earned from that
question put them in the lead, according to
Ditlevson.
During the competition, GDI issued a
challenge to all tea:ns to donate at least $25
to a fund for the family of Brian Klinefelter,
the slain St. Joseph police officer.
According to McMullen, $375 had been
collected by the time the awards ceremony
had finished.
McMullen said the event, including the
live broadcast on UTVS, the phone banks
and on-air work all operated well.
"It was incredible," McMullen said. "It
went so smoothly."

See Trivia/Page 15

Josh and Dan are members of the trivia team Those Meddling Kids.
Josh searches a reference book for an answer to a trivia question while
Dan catches up on sleep time. Those Meddling Kids finished eighth in
the rankings ·with 7,870 points.

KVSC-FM announcer Chad Lian works on-air Saturday afternoon during
Trivia Fair 1996. Lian also answered trivia tr1am's questions on the phone
~ank during the SQ-hour event.

STAFF COLUMN

A trivial experience
One trivia warrior's 50-hour adventure
by Frank Rajkowski

the answer won't get you anything
except 20 verbal lashes and a stoning
during Trivia Weekend.
our One - It was a rather
The answer was revealed to be Reggie
Perkins (which we knew) and Silky
inauspicious beginning to the
(which we did not). We ~ere off to a
long-awaited Trivia Weekend
rough start, but like a frozen but faithful
as the bitterly cold weather and
engine we slowly began to tum it over
unavoidable conflicts with employers
and, armed with caffeine and a fridge
delayed, and in fact would later
prevent, many members of our team
fully-stocked with the finest in American
mass-produced beer, we turned to face
from arriving on time for the
competition.
the carnage that rolled ahead of us along
That sort of thing seemed important
the road soon to be littered with bones.
Hour Six - The witching hour of
then when our eyes were full of fire and
midnight approached and the liquor was
our minds were full of unusual facts and
figures. Our bar was stocked not with
beginning to take hold. The room was a
bottles, but with books of all shapes and · mess and a woman with a voice that
sounded like Shirley Temple on· helium
sizes. The bottles were on the counter.
A team on a mission. A second-year
was wailing along to a rhythm that
sounded like Tito Puente jamming with
squad with its starting line-up returning
The
Brady Family singers on the radio.
intact and some key off-season
acquisitions added. We had changed our
Across the floor books were strewn like
teddies in a Las Vegas bordello.
team name Gust to be different), but
could we improve upon our eighth-fromA check of the standings showed we
were trapped in the middle of the pack.
the-bottom finish the year before? Only
time would tell.
Doing just well enough to be average,
but lacking that breakout answer.
The first question was asked and our
skeleton crew of about five fell into
You see, most times we could get the
10, the 25 and sometimes even the 30
immediate retreat.
point questions. It's the big ones like the
"What SCS graduate currently plays
IOO's and the IS0's that are the pie in
basketball with the Harlem Globetrotters
and what is his nickname," the radio
the sky. They are the mantra every team
bellowed like the demonic agent of
chases. Once or twice, like tourists in
Las Vegas, the breaks may go the way of
torture it was bound to become over the
course of the weekend.
teams like us, but only the big-time
The first question and we're already
teams are able to spin the roulette wheel
losing out on points. We just could not
of success and come up a winner on a
find the answer anywhere we looked.
regular basis.
Well, not the whole answer at least.
We knew half of the answer, but half of
See Trivia Journey/Page 14
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Alternating performances bridge a theatrical gap
by Sarah Tieck
Staff writer

A

Pat Christman/Assistant photo editOf

Algernon Montcrieff, played by freshman Seth
Marquette, eats cucumber sandwiches with Jack
Worthing, played by senior Mark Venhuizen , Saturday
during a rehersal of "The Importance of Being Earnest."

travesty
is
an
exaggerated imitation
with intent to ridicule,
or adopting someone's habits;
to be earnest is to be marked by
or show deep sincerity or
seriousness. When connected,
the definitions of travesty and
earnesty contrast.
The opposing definitions
demonstrate one of the
ei:onnections between two plays
Oscar Wilde' s "The
Importance of Being Earnest"
and its parody, Tom Stoppard's
"Travesties" linked by
subject matter as well as their
presentation on alternating
nights, beginning Wednesday
and Thursda)' at 8 p.m. in the
Performing Arts Center Center
Stage.
Other connections include
similar costume and set
designs. Brenda Wentworth,
"Earnest's"
director
and
assistant professor of theatre
and film studies, said some of
the costumes were made of the

same fabric and many set pieces
were used in both productions.
"We just did things like that to
tie the two shows together," she
said.
"Travesties"
draws
its
material from two areas:
historical fact and "Earnest."
Vladimir Lenin, played by
freshman Shane Clifton, Tristan
Tzara, portrayed by senior Dan
Hopman, and James Joyce,
acted by sophomore Todd
.Weekley, were all living · in
Zurich, Switzerland during
World War I.
Andrew Vorder Bruegge,
director of "Travesties" and
~sistant professor of theatre
and film studies, said Stoppard
is pointing out this obscure fact.
"It's an interesting coincidence
that they were all there," he
said.
The three men, who played
roles in revolutions in the art
and politics of the time, may
never have met while in
Switzerland.
However,
Stoppard's play unites them
within the muddled" mind and
memories of the aged British

Trivia journey: The hours were long, and the drinks were stiff
1

Consulate
Henry
Carr,
portrayed by senior Scou
Smith, in a scheme that
parodies and mimics the plot of
"Earnest."
Carr starred as Algernon
Moncrieff in Joyce's Zurich
production and battled Joyce in
a legal dispute after the play's
closing. Vorder Bruegge said
the play's action s10ps and
restarts, as Carr attempts to
replay the long•ago events
within his memory.
"It's very much like a roller
coaster ride,'' said Wentworth,
and added memories are like
that because people remember
events many different ways.
"Stoppard is very well-read,
very intelligent, very literary,"
Wentworth said. "His insight
into the issues that he writes
about is very accurate - but
then he slants it."
Wilde stages an adveilture
that
involves
mistaken
identities, love, lies, and
Victorian morality in England
of the late 1800s.
0

See Theater/Page 15
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But I could taste it. Some around me
may have been fading, but I was counterbalancing any effect from the Keystone
by simuJtaneouSly downing cans of Jolt
Cola. It brings a kind of giddy feeling,
though you are still in complete control of
your senses. And your senses are all you
have on a night so full of fear.
Hour 10 - Insanity. Slipping into the
murky and all-enveloping anns of
intoxication. Calling KVSC and begging
for answers like a kinky businessman
pleading for a w~ipping. Sti ll hanging
tough as leather in a dry Montana wind,
but I'm not sure how much longer I can
last. Then, like a fuJI force gale, it hits.
Vindication! The mantra! 260 points
and they are all ours. E.B. accessed 'The
Simpson's" home page and we were able
to share with our comrades in the phone
banks the complete suspect list in the
shooting of Mr. Bums. Such knowledge
of Simpson's trivia may be utterly useless
in the real world, but in the land of Trivia
its possession brings peace of mind and
the promise of upcoming thrills and
satisfaction (though its all a false
freedom).
Then it happened. The question was
tossed out. ''Too many discrepancies,"
was the reason given by the DJ. What
discrepancies? Where the hell did our
points go? Ho..y could they bring us such
pleasure and then take it all away? Who
pro1es1ed and why? Are they out 10 get
us?
Like a phantom ghost train rnoaning
and wailing our way towards dawn, we
went about our weary, doom-struck way,
but the pain from that incident would
linger throughout the weekend like
stepping on a rusty nail. The cut may
heal, but you can never really let go of the
pain that comes from the loss of
innocence and belief.
Hour 16 - Aching for rest, I finally
collaps~d for an hour, but not before
setting my alann so that I would be up
and ready for action again in a very short

time.
When the alarm went off, horrible
hallucinations of the apocalypse and
fantasies of cosmic disaster raced through
my sleep-starved mind. I shrugged it off
and went upstairs to find out from N. B.
that Ken and his wretchedly evil blend of
BBQ Beef had leaped in front of us in the
standings and was keeping us out of the
Top 25, the place we all agreed we
needed to finish if we were to continue
building as a team.
I called KVSC and asked for a formal
examination of the BBQ sauce (I'd heard
rumors of stimulants) and then went back
to work on the Trivia chain gang.

bank workers and manage to convince
yourself you must go on.
Hour 44 - We were on a surge.
Pumping like oil thtoogh a heated
•·pipeline. We'd just hit a 100-point
question and had been scoring well the
past few hours. Still, we trailed a few
teams we wanted to beat and I did not
know if we could make it back into the
top 25. All I knew was that we were
gaining and that my inspiration had
returned. I just prayed we were not hitting
our stride too late to save our wretched
souls.
Hour 50 - Well, its all over now and
in tbe literal sense this story don't have a
happy ending. We finished somewhere
between 25th and 30th place, though I
don't know where exactly because al the
time I write this KVSC is still
withholding the results until the awards
ceremony like a mother teasing her
children with talk of dessert so that they
will come to the dinner table and try the
eggplant casserole.
On the surface, that looks like a
disappointing finish, and I suppose it is,
but this year we got the 1()()..point
questions and we felt like we weren't in
over our heads. To paraphrase every
losing coach in history who didn't lose as
flare upon the white-hot surface of the
bad as they though they might have, it
sun.
was a moral victory (if in fact there are
We plummeted ten places from our
morals in the cutthroat land of trivia). We
peak at No....t 7 on Saturday night to our
will be back to try it again next year with
low mark of No. 27 when I awoke
a new and more rabid devotion.
We will drink caffeine until we shake
Sunday. And I was no help when I
returned to the fold. I curled up with a
uncontrollably and we wrn run up our
long distance bill so high we have to
blanket against the heater and drifted in
and out of consciousness like a jetliner
declare bankruptcy. We will do it because
descending through the fog.
it is fun and, what is more, we will do it
Looking at my eyes in the mirror, I saw because it's right, which means we have
a broken bitter man who may well spend
no other choice.
the rest of his life alone. But that despair
That's about it for now. Some of the
is just the Jolt Cola talking. It has lost its "Trivia Maniacs will go to the ceremony,
ability to keep you awake and now it just
but not me. I'm going to get a,head start
serves to leave you feeling as scrambled
pp them down at the Red Carpet. No need
as a pay-per-view movie you haven't paid to worry about getting enough sleep. J'm
for. So you flirt with one of the phone
far enough behind already.
our move. We could not allow ourselves
to fade like last year. Its easy to stay up
Friday night when the contest is new, but
Saturday is a different sort of monster.
Could we fight the repetition, the fatigue
and the bum-out or would we sink like
slugs in lhe murk of our own apathy?
Hour 34 - After crashing for a few
hours I awoke at 5 a.m. and returned
upstairs to find a room full of bodies
laying motionless on the floor and couch.
KVSC is still reading the questions, but
only D.S. was there listening. He'd
pulled a one-man shift the past three
hours and had stared down the tough
questions with the intensity of a solar

, , Insanity. Slipping into the inurky
and all-enveloping arms of intoxication.
Calling KVSC and· begging for answers
like a kinky businessman pleading for a
whipping. Still hanging tough as leather
in a dry Montana wind, but I'm not sure
how much longer I can last. , , ,
H0ur 24 - Our lack of numbers was
beginning lo catch up to us. Although we
still had many brethren in constant
contact with us by phone and e-mail, we
had lost a few members to work and the
weather had kept others away. As such,
we did not have the numbers to do
effective research or the benefit of instant
answer recognition that other teams may
have enjoyed. We were holding tough at
No. 23 in the standings, but we'd taken a
few hits in the last fuw hours and the •
mood in the room was beginning to
resemble that on the hospitality defk of
the Titanic just before it sank.
Still, we could not lose the faith. The
big Saturday overnight shift approa~hed
and that was where we needed to make
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Theater:
The

plot

has

from Page 14 - - - - - - - - -

freshman

Seth

Marquette's Algy, and senior Mark
Venhuizen's Jack Worthing trying to

fill

their assumed roles

as

the

imaginary "Ernest," and hold onto their
fiancees: junior Sarah Ranger's Cecily

and

sophomore

Eryn

Warne's

Gwendolen.
In 1854, Wilde \Yas born in Dublin,
Ireland, and in 1900 he died a broken
man in France. During his life, Wilde

traveled and lectured in America;
became a playwright and wrote several
plays, including "The Picture of Dorian

Gray" and 1895's "Earnest." He also
attended school, married, and worked
in London as a journalist.
At age of 41, Wilde became involved'

in

a

lawsuit

challenging

his

homosexual lifestyle: he sued the father
of one of his lovers for libel. The libel

· trial led to further litigation and
resulted in two additional hearings in
which Wilde was accused of and tried
for the practice of homosexuality.
The jury was unable to reach a
verdict at Wilde's first trial. However, a
second trial produced a guilty
verdict. Perfonnances of Wilde's plays,
including "Earnest," were stopped and
he was assigned the maximum
punishment of two years imprisonment
and hard labor.
Wilde emerged from prison a
weakened man and wrote very little
after his release. He moved to Paris in
1897, after he had fulfilled his
sentence, and assumed a new identity.
Death claimed the changed Wilde three
years after his prison release, in 1900.

"Also, (travesty) means a wrongful
decision or violation of justice," said
Vorder Bruegge.
"What was done to Oscar Wilde was
a travesty of justice," said Wentworth,
discussing the tragic end of Wilde's
lif~.
Stoppard was born in Zlin,
Czechoslova~ia, thirty-seven years
after Wilde's death. The
family
emigrated to Singapore, where
Stoppard's father died. Stoppard.fPoved
with his mother and brother to India,
where his mother met and married a
stationed British army officer.
Stoppard, born under the name
Strausslir, took his step-father's last
name and attended school in India and
England. During the '50s and '60s he
worked as a journalist and wrote his
first play, "A Walk on the Water," in
I 964, one year before his first
marriage. Ten years later, in 1974,
Stoppard wrote ''Travesties."
The aHernating presentations of
''Travesties" and "Earnest" will provide
students with an introduction to the
works of Stoppard and Wilde and
explore the bridges connecting the
productions.

"Earnest" opens at 8 p.m.
Wednesday, and "Travesties" opens at
8 p.m. Thursday. The pe,formances will
be on alternating nights until Feb. 17 in
the Pe,fonning Arts Center's Center
Stage. There will be no Performance on
Feb. 1/.

Trivia:

GDI takes first place

More than 100 people volunteered to
help run Trivia Fair. McMullen said those
people centributing 15 hours or ·more
received a free Trivia Fair t-shirt, and she
had to give out 50 of them.
"Matiy of those people put in JO (hours)
or more," she said.
After the awards ceremony, many of the
trivia participants moved to the Red Carpet
downtown for a special party. The band Slip
Twister played live music, and the Trivia

15' •

from Page 13-.-

Fair's in-house band, Shake A Hamster,
which composed and perfonned spoofs of
popular songs for. the event, made an
appearance as well.
The refuse has been cleared away, the
empty pizza boxes and bottles are now
gone. KVSC and the trivia participants
struggle to return to nonnal - but many of
those participating this year will, indeed, be
back.

Trivia Fair 1996 Top Twenty Teams
Rank Team name

1. GDI
2. Animal House
3. Learned Pigs & Fireproof Women
4. Sigma Phi Nothing

5. Non-essential Gov't Workers
6. Society for Creative Anarchism
7. The Cowboy Formerly Known as Dale
8. Those Meddling Kids
9. Panties Waaay Too Tight
10. Jack Daniels, Bob Johnson_and Me
11. Rich Corinthian Leather
12. Bookaholiks: A Few Screws Loose
13. Digital Dungeon Dwellers
14. That Velociraptor Et Us All
15. Attention Deficit Disorder
16. Voodoo Dolls
17. E.T. Frozen Stiff
18. Intimate Tuppeiware Party
19. My Schnauzers Trousers: Ripped
20. Pigs 'R' Us

The

Mr. Jim's in Foley
Just a short drive east of
St. Cloud on Hwy #23
Info: 968-7543

TUESDAY, FEB. 6
IN THE MARKET

Pts.

9360
9100
8940
8780
8360
8215
8065
7870
7805
7790
6886
6665
6575
6535
6405
5925
5820
5810
5330
5135
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LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS

Winter
Week
Jebruary

Famous (/S. Women's Alpine Ski Team Diet
During the non-snow oft season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members used the "Ski Team' diet to lose 20 pounds In two weeks. That"s
fight - 20 poun_ds in 14 days! The basis of the diet is chemical food
action and was devised by a famous Colorado physician especially for
the U.S. Ski T~am. Normal energy is maintained (very iml)Oflant!) while
reducing. You keep "lull" - no s1arva1ion - because the diet is designed
that way. U's a diet that is easy lo follow whether you work. travel or stay
at home.
This is, hones11y, a lan!asticalty successful diet. If it weren't, !he U.S.
Women's Alpine Ski Team wouldn't be permit1ed to use i1! Right? So
give yourself the same break the U.S. Ski Team gels. Lose weight !he
·scientific, pIoven way. Even if you've lried all \he other diels, you owe it !o
yourself to lry the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team Diet. Thal Is, if you
really do want !o lose'20 pounds in two weeks. Order today! Tear this out
a,;areminder.
Send only $8.95 ($9.60 in Calif.)-add .50 cen1s RUSH service 10·
American Institute, 721 E. Main Streel, Dept. 254, San!a _M aria, CA
93454-4507. Don't order unless you expeci to lose 20 pounds In lwo
weeks I Because that's what lhe Ski Team Diet will do.
Cll 995

4-10

The Financial Services You Want ...

On-Campus Checking
and Savings
•
•
•
•
•

High-yield Savings
No-frills Checking
First 50 Checks Free
Optional ATM Card
Low Overdraft Fees

Loans Designed with
Students in Mind
• UsedAut.omobiles
•Computers
• Debt Consolidation
•Tuition
eTravel

ATWOOD
RECREATION
CENTER

Winter Week

Pinball
Contest

ATWOOD
OUTINGS
G..E..N..ll.B

knows how to
make Winter
more fun!

February 4-10
High score at
the end of the
week on I of
our pinball
games WINS ...
$20 gift
cerificate at
SCSU Bookstore!!!
For more information
call 3773
Eligibility limit of one
cash certificate per

person

We rent

• ice skates
• skis
•snowshoes
•sleds
See us in
Atwood 137

or call 3772

Available at your Student Finance Headquarters ...

The MSUSA Federal Credit Union
Located in Atwood Center Al52. Open 9:30 to 3:30, M-F. Phone 654-5474

Experience off-campus living
Comfortable, convenient, and affordable!

BREAK
COMh.lf'.fJ1

5 I!,, 1

NtGll'.f Tllt1P$

Hurry now to reserve your apartm.entl
Thomas Apartments

Ivy One Apa.-tments

391 S. 2nd Ave.

403 S. 7th Ave.

Save$$$
-Next to campus
-Pleasant atmosphere
-Air,condltionlng
-Mini blinds
-Dishwasher
-Laundry Facilities
-Parking
-Security

We've made
your choice
easy!
-Four blocks from campus
-Two full bathrooms
-Air conditioning
-Microwave
-Dishwasher
-Flat-top stove
--Laundry facilities
-Parking
-Security

Reserve your apartment today!
For more infomation call:
259-9283 or 252-6697

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
PANAMA CITY BEACH

VAIL/BEAVER CREEi<
HILTON HEAD ISLAND
· PERPERSONOEPENDINGONOESTJltATKlN/IIREAKOAiES/WIGTI!Cl"SlAY.

1,.;.soo,.;.s1,1Ncll4s,11:

TOLL FRIEJi" 1NFORll4ATION & RIESIH\I..TIONS

DR SURF IMII TO OUR WEI SffE AT:

http://www.aunchue.com

\tJ~

'JJC
*:=::ra;:&
.
40&441Niii814i[iiil
I LASSIFIEDS ,. . . ,.
,ooo••-

..,...=-==~

Policies

0C1assJfieds will not be accepted over the phone.
..
• Classifieds price: five words a line, $1 a line. Six words comprises two lines, costing $2.
• Notices are free and will run only it space allows.
Deadlines: Friday at noon for Tuesday's edition and Tuesday at noon for Friday's edition.
• Classified ads can be purchased by visiting Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are just Inside the doOr.
All classlfled ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
• Call University Chronicle at ~5·2164 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday for more information.

[(:TC.11&;.,Ji).ilMI
- - - - - - . - • • ■- ■••-

'96-'97 SCHOOL
YEAR. Many locations.
House, apt. houses, apt.
buildings. Great locations,
great living. Responsible
and respectful students
wanted. Dan, 255-9163
or George, 252-2052.
#1 IN ST. CLOUD.
Many properties to choose
from! One-bdrm ...
$250/mo. Two-bdrm. •
$270/mo. Three-bdrm. *
$360/mo. Four-bdrm. •
$320/mo. Many amenities
included! Going fast. Call
now! Northern
Management, 255-9262.

AVAILABLE SUMMER
and fall. Apts·. and houses.
Riverside, 251 •8284 ~r
251-9418.

spring, summer & fall.
Heat inclu~ed. A/C,
microwave, laundry. Close
to campus, 253-1320.

FOR RENT. Newly
remodeled house, fivebdrms, one block from
campus, lots of parking,
women preferred. 531-

BEST DEAL on Fifth Ave.
Private rooms, two bath
apts, quiet, well-managed
bldg. Specialize in
matching people to share
apts. 259-09?7.

CHARLAMAINE APTS .
1996 summer & fall best
choice! Across from SCSt
Attractive, clean, quiet,
well-cared for bui)ding
with classic design.
Practically priced & more
perks like sun decks,
whirlpool spa, reserVed
heated parking,
dishwasher, microwaves.
Tour us B/4 U make your
choice! Call 240-0234 to
take a look & more info.

9158 or (800) 294-7839.

BIG FOUR-BDRM.
townhouse. Five people
max, dw, laundry, central
air, heat, expanded cable,
off-street parking all
included. $600/mo
summer, $750/mo. school
year lease. Two available,

259-8689.

BRIDGEPORT. Three and
$200-$210. *Single
four-bdrm. units across
rooms. Individual lease in
from Halenbe~k Hall. 1
a four-bdrm. apt. All
1/2 baths, dishwashers.
utilities with basic cable
micr0waves, parking,
- included thru summer!- - security.-Meat~paid.
West Campus II Apts.
Results Property
255-9262.
Management, 253-091 O.
$285/MO. Two-bdrm.
apts, summer. University
and Southview apts.
Large, reasonable for fall.
Riverside Property, 251-

8284.
APT. ROOMS available.
Men/women. Special rates
for spring quarter. Cable
paid. Select Properties,

253-1154.
APT. FOR BLDG- MGR.
Position open June 1 thru
spring quarter '96 at the
most attractive bldg.
across from campus. Avg.
10 hrs/wk. Competitive
hrly. wages, no need to
work off campus. You
would share one of our
four-bdrm. apts. with your
friends & be responsible to
oversee a quiet and
pleasant bldg. with the
reputation of being the
most meticulously cleaned
bldg. on campus. Position
demands an assertive,
diligent, organized, honest
& self-starting individual
that follows on directives
and is in town most
weekends. Open to a man
or woman. Call Mark at

240-0234.
APTS . NEAR CAMPUS.
Available now and next
school year, 654-6535.

CAMPUS EAST. Large
four-bdrm. units with two
full baths. Extra storage
closets, dishwashers,
microwaves, garages,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Management. 253-091 O.
CAMPUS KNOLLS on the
park. Three and fourbdrm, spacious apts.
Summer/fall. Close to

scs.

251-1814.

CAMPUS
MANAGEMENT. One,
two, three and four-bdrm.
Summer/fall '96. Finest
facilities, reasonable
rates. Reserve now! 251-·
1814.
CAMPUS MANAGEMENT
on Fifth! Laundry, tanning
beds, ample parking, wellmanaged. Call now! 2511814.
CAMPUS PLACE APTS .
Efficiencies, two, three .
and four-bdrm apts. Six
different locations. Free
extra storage closets,
dishwashers, microwaves,
A/C, garages, security.
Heat paid. The plushest pad
in student housing, 253-

9002.
CENTER SQUARE. Fourbdrm. apts. Renting

CHEAP RENT, quality
building and location.
Immediate opportunity
across from U-Pik-Quik.
Heavily discounted rent
thru May. Details? 259-

0977.
COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
Private rooms, four
bathrooms, close to SCS.
Dishwasher, microwave,
heat paid. Call 251-8284.
COLLEGEVIEW. Fourbdrm. near SCS. Spacious,
heat paid, dishwasher,
microwave, airconditioning. $199 fall,
$99 summer. Riverside
Property. Call 251-8284
or 251-9418.
EFFICIENCY AND one,
two, three and four-bdrm.
apts. Close to downtown.
Also houses, many extras.
Riverside Property. Call
251-8284 or 251-9418.
FEMALE TO SHARE
house. Private room.
$195. Utilities included.
Close to SCS, 251-8564.
FEMALESUBLEASERto
share four-bdrm apt. One
block from campus,
security entry, two
showers, free heat,
microwave, dishwasher,
laundry, free garage. Rent
discounted to $170. Call
Jenny, 251-2531.
Available March 1.
FEMALES : HOME with
private rooms. Avail. now!
Close to campus. All
utilities paid. $195 and up.
Call SM&M, 253-1100.

METROVIEW APTS .
Three-bdrms, close to
SCS, decks, microwaves,
heat paid, air conditioning.
Riverside, 251-9418 or

251-8284.

Mark.

253-8288.

NORTH CAMPUS. One.
three and four-bdrm. units
with decks close to
campus._ 1 1/4 baths,
dishwashers, microwaves,
garages, security. Heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.

HOUSES, APT.
HOUSES, apt. buildings.
We have the most complete
selection. Dan/George,
255-9163/252-2052.

NOW RENTING. Summer
and fall '96. One, three,
four-bdrm. and efficiency
rooms. Excellent
locations, 251-1814.

HOUSES. Summer. Many
locations. Three to elevenbdrm. Also, one to fourbdrm. apts. Great
locations. Dan, 255-9163.

OLYMPIC II. Three and
four-bdrm. units close to
hockey center. Two full
baths, dishwashers,
microwaves, garages,
security. Heat paid :
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.

HOUSE. Newly
remodeled. Five large
bdrms. Two baths, free
parking, utilities paid,
w/d, quiet atmosphere.
$250, summer $110. Dan,

HOUSES. Twenty
locations left for fall '96.
Great locations. Threebdrm. to eleven-bdrm.
Heat paid. Dan, 255-9163.
Also, one to four-bdrm.
apts.
HOUSING. Summer and
fall. Dan/George, 255-

ONE AND TWO-BDRM .
apts. Bentonwood. A
community of 14-4 plexes.
SE St. Cloud. On busline.
$360-$400, nine mo.
$320-$360, twelve mo.
lease. Dan, 255-9163.

91 63/252-2052.
LAKE GEORGE. Twobdrm, heat, parking,
expanded cable paid, onsite laundry. $250,
summer. $450, fall. 259-

8689.
LAKE GEORGE. Onebdrm, heat, parking, ·
expanded cable paid. $320.

ONE OR TWO female
subleasers needed spring
quarter. Four-bdrm. apt.
$215. For more info. call
Kim, 654-8924.
ONE ROOM eff\cleTlCY
available immediately and
for tall. Clean, quiet
building. Includes utilities
and cable. 259-9434.

259-8689.
ONE-FOUR-bdrm. apts.
LARGE SINGLE room
with private bathroom and
A/C for the older student.
Utilities included. 706-6th
Ave. S. 252-9226.
MALE SUBLEASER
needed: Charlamaine apts.
across from Halenbeckl
$199/mo. First months
utilities paid!! Call Jeff at
253-9450. Deal ends
soon!!
MEN AND WOMEN to
share four-bdrm. apts.
Available now and spring.
Heat paid, dishwasher,
campus close. 251-6005.

Eff. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 2594841.
ONE, TWO, THREE and
four-bdrm. apts. Close to
SCS, heat paid. Riverside
Property, 251-8284 or

251-9418.
PRIVATE ROOMS for
men and women near SCS.
Heat paid, newer apts,
intercom entries, EPM.

251-6005.
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PRIVATE ROOMS in
four-bdrm. apts. close to
campus for summer and
fall. Includes heat,
dishwasher, microwave,
A/C, mini-blinds, laundry.
Yearly rates available.
Carppus Quarters, 575-7th
St. S. 252-9226.
ROOMS 'FOR MALE
students. $170/mo. All
utilities paid. Fo.ur blocks
to SGS. Call 251-5246.
SPRING. Three, four and
efficiency rooms available.
Good rates! 251-1814.
STATEVIEW. Large
four-bdrm. units near
campus. 1 1/2 baths,
dishwashers, microwaves,
parking, security, heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
SUBLET DISCOUNTS
now and spring for men and
women in four-bdrm. apts.
Heat paid, dishwashers,
EPM. 251-6005.
SUBLET. Three, four and
efficiency room available.
Close. 251-1814.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. units
close to SGS.
Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid. Results
Property Management,
253-0910.
SUMMER AND FALL
'96-'97 school year.
Two, four and five-bdrm.
apts. $230-$269. Call
259-9283 or 252-6697.
TWO-BDRM. APTS .
totally remodeled. Close
to campus. Cable and
parking free. Select
Properties, 253-1154.
TWO-BDRM. APT.
available March 1. Must
see!! Free cable, heat,
~ parking, many extras!
Southside, near SGS. Call
253-8773.
TWO LARGE bdrms. in
duplex by Halenbeck Hall.
Call 251-8941.
TWO-BDRM. APT$. in
nice four-plex by
Halenbeck Hall, 251-8941.
TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Close to SGS. Two, three
or four perSons. Airconditioning. Riverside
Property, 251-8284 or
251-9418.
UNIVERSITY NORTH.
Two, three and four-bdrm.
Heat paid, decks,
dishwashers. Riverside
Property, 251-8284 or
251-9418.
UNIVERSITY WEST II.
Large four-bdrm. units
with spacious closets,
parking, garages, security.

Heat paid. Results
Property Management,
253-0910.
WIN.DSOR WEST. Fourbdrm. units with bi-levels,
dishwashers, microwaves,
parking, security. Heat
paid. Results Property
Mana~ement, 253-0910.
WOMEN. Available now!
One-bdrm. in rooming
house. Very nice and
clean!! $200/mo. Offstreet parking, one block
from campus. Phone 2514160- or 255-1274.

BUY 2, GET 1 tow ticket
free: Hill Billy Hills snow
tubing in St. Joe is now
open with "mild to wild~
hills and tow ropes to get
back to the top. Private
parties are also available.
Call Hill Billy Hills for
more info. 363-7797.
FREE FINANCIAL aid!
Over $6 billion in public
and private sector grants
& scholarships are now
available. All students are
eligible regardless of
grades, income, or
parent's income. Let us
help. Call Student Financial
ServiCes, (800) 263-6495
ext. F56812.
FREE T-SHIRT+
S1,000. Credit card
fundraisers for
fraternities, sororities and
groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1,000 by earning a
whopping $5/VISA
application. Call (800)
932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive
free T-shirt.
GRANTS AND
SCHOLARSHIPS are
available. Billions of
dollars in grants. Qualify
immediately, (800) 2432435 (800-AID-2-HELP).
INSTANT CASH. You
keep driving. No credit
check. CapStone Auto
Pawn, 252-1490.
..
PREGNANT? Free
pregnancy testing at the
St. Cloud Crisis Pregnancy
Center. Call (612) 2531962 24 hrs/day. 400
East St. Germain St, Suite
205, St. Cloud.
RAISE SSS. The Citibank
fundraiser is here io help
you! Fast, easy, no risk or
financial obligation.
GreekS, clubs( motivated
individuals, call now.
Raise $500 in only one
week. (800) 862-1982
ext. 33.
RESUMES/COVER
LETTERS. Professional.
240-2355.

SOUTH PADRE .ISLAND.
!!! You can afford us !ll
Surf Motel & E!oomerang
Billy's Beach Bar are
located on the beach. All of
our rooms ~re $95 plus
tax/night for two people.
Extra person charge is only
$10/person/night. Call us
now (800) 723-6519.
Mention ad for special
bonus!
SPRING BREAK Mazatlan
from $399. Air/seven
nights hotel/free nightly
beer parties/discounts.
(800) 366-4786.
http://www.mazexp.com
••SPRING BREAK
'96"" . America's #1
spring break company! Sell
only 15 trips and travel
free! Choose Cancun,
Nassau, Mazatlan or
Florida! 110% guaranteed
lowest price! Confirm
your trip instantly by
phone! Call now! Take A
Break Student Travel,
(800) 95-BREAK.
SPRING BREAKS
~Hottest Trips." Cancun,
South Padre Island and
Belize. (800) 328-7513.
http://www.studentadvtra
v.com Free food & drink
package for early sign-ups.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP,
formerly Chuck's
Barbershop. Two barbers,
all cuts. Walk-ins. 2517270, 9 Wilson SE. Special
on Weds. for ROTC and
Guard Headquarters and all
other students, $5. All
other weekdays, $6.
TYPING, SPELL CHECK,
laser printing, campus
delivery. 240-2355.
WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professional and courteous,
will work with you to
determine a shooting
schedule that will fit your
wedding day plans.
Specializing in candids
before, during and after
the ceremony. You retain
the negatives! Two
photographers to make
sure that every angle gets
covered. Very reasonable
packages. For more
information call Paul at
654-8501.

$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our
circulars. For info. call
(301) 306-1207.
500 SUMMER CAMP
opportunities in NY, PA,
New England. Choose from
over 40 camps.
Instructors needed:
Tennis, baseball, hockey,
rollerblade, soccer,

lacrosse, softball,
volleyball, basketball, PE
majors, education majors,
gymnastics, english,
riding, lifeguard, WSI,
water skiing, sailing,
windsurfing, fitness,
archery, mt. biking,
P.ioneeriITTJ, rockclimbing,
ropes, dance, piano
accompanist, dramatics,
ceramics, jewelry,
woodshop, photography,
radio, nature, RN's, chefs
and food service. Arlene
(800) 443-6428 or (516)
433-8033.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
Students needect! -Fishing
industry. Earn up to
$3,000-$6,000+ per
month. Room and board!
Transportation! Male or
female. No experience
necessary. Call (206)
971-3510 ext. A56811.
CRUISE SHIPS now
hiring. Earn up to
$2,000+/month working
on cruise ships or landtour companies. World
travel. Seasonal & fulltime employment avail~ble.
No experience necessary.
For more information call
(206) 971-3550 ext.
C56812.
EARN SS00 or more
weekly stuffing envelopes
at home. Send long SASE
to: Country: Living
Shoppers, D~e_pt. R40, P.O.
Box 1779, Denham
Springs, LA 70727.
*EXTRA INCOME '96"
Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing travel brochures.
For more information send
a self-addressed envelope
to: C.C.L. Travel, P.O. Box
612290, Miami, FL 33261.
FINANCE COMPANY has
flexible part-time po_s itions
open in the credit
department for evening
hours. BilingualEnglish/Spanish encouraged
to apply: Preferred
Credit, Inc, Norwest
Center, .400 1st St. S,
Suite 285A, St. Cloud.
IN COLLEGE and need
money? You can make a
full-time income on a parttime basis. Call (800)
920-3652 or 267-4267.
If no answer, please leave
message.
NATIONAL PARKS
hiring. Positions are now
available at national parks,
forests & wildlife
preserves. Excellent
benefits + bonuses! Call
(206) 971-3620 ext.
N56811.
.
POSITION AVAILABLE.
Front desk, part-time,
weekdays and every other
Sat. Good calculator skills
required. Call 253-2249.
Starting up to $6/hr.

Located near downtown bus
terminal.
SELECTIVELY LOOKING
for entreprenuers who
want opportunity for
growth. Serious income
potential. Call (800) 3058983 Card no. 58975997-06.
SUMMER.JOB
INTERVIEWS for the
Theodore Roosevelt Medora
Foundation in the beautiful
North Dakota Badlands will
be from 1 0 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Feb. 13 at the Atwood
Center. Also a great place
to mountain bike.
WHAT'S HOLDING YOU
BACK? We are looking
for an outgoing,
enthusiastic individual like
yourself. If you are willing
to learn, we are willing to
give you the training
necessary to be successful
in the business world.
Apply in person or call us
at 252-4361. Tradehome
Shoes, Crossroads
Shopping Center.

ELECTRIC GUITAR,
Weststone spectrum
burgandy mint, case,
$125. Tom : 252-9316.
GARNET HEART EURO
earrings, $29. Jewelry
never wilts. Metals Guild
between MC's and Mexican
Village.
WOMEN'S 1/2 KARAT
diamond wedding band set.
Size 6, $600 or b/o.

1:••
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FREE LEONARD
PEL TIER I At noon Feb. 6.
Rally at Federal Building.
JESUS AND SATAN are
pretend. lri Christianity,
Islam, etc. infinite torture
is love. Lov·e is hate and
hate is love. So they love
to hate and hate to love.
Those religions which treat
atheists as non-persons
and which do not treat
atheists with common
decency are immoral.
Some religions vilify
atheists then expect
atheists to respect that
religion's beliefs. The
most hate filled religions
last the longest and acquire
the most members. That
is, the most immoral
religions last the longest
and acquire the moSt
members. Hate is power.
Skeptically question
everything with
unassailable honesty and
courage. Atheism is true.
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JESUS AND SATAN are
pretend. The Vatican
never excommunicated
Hitler, any other Nazi, or
the Kaiser. Individual
atheists are no more
responsible for what Stalin
or Mao did than individual
Christians are responsible
for what Hitler and the
Kaiser did. Those who
accept infinite torture as
perfectly right have
learned to dissociate from
the feelings of victims and
so can commit holocausts
and not feel revulsion. To
be Christian is to try to
push responsibility for
your life onto a pretend
being rather· than to take it
yourself. Atheism is true.
Skeptically question
everything.

~ijnp/Hj
CAMPUS ALCOHOLICS
Anonymous meeting needs
you r help. If you are a
recovering alcoholic and

wou ld like to see this group
revived call JoAnne at
255-4850.
JUST SAY NO to Bill
Clinton! Join the College
Republicans at 1O a.m.
Tuesdays in the Sauk Room.
See you there!
AMERICAN MARKETING
Association . . uBuilding
experience for tomorrow."
All majors welcome. Join
us on Wednesdays at noon
and 5 p.m. in Stewart Hall,
Room 308.
JOIN ECO, the
Environmental Crisis ,
Organization. Meetings at
5 p.m. every Tuesday in
the Mississippi Room,
Atwood. Recycle this
issue , it's free.
INTERESTED in joining a
fraternity? Call 253-

9755.
NONTRADITIONAL
Student Support Group.

Are you married, parent,
veteran, older than -23?
Meet others, share
experiences. Meets 11
a.m. every Wednesday in
Stewart Hall 103. Contact
Shelly, 255-3171.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Student Society (PRSSA)
provides opportunities for
students of all majors.
Meets at 5 p.m. Tuesdays
in SH120. For more info.
calJ Erin at 240-8733.

INTERESTED IN
photography? Come join
the SCS photo club. Meets
at 1 p.m. Wednesdays in
the Mississippi Room,
Atwood.
ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB:
Meets at noon on
Wednesdays, Sl;i214. All
students welcome. Bring
ideas. Future events:
Speakers, trips and
museums. Call 240-0680.

FIRST NATIONS meets
at 4 p.m. every
Wednesday. All students
welcome .- Contact
American Indian Center for
more info.

CHRISTIAN STUDENTS
Fellowship will be meeting
at 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. every
Thursday in the St. Croix
Room, Atwood. Everyone
welcome at this biblical
exploration of
contemporary issues.

LGBT ACTIVIST
meetings are at 1 p.m.
Mondays in Women's
Center basement. Please
feel welcome to attend if
you' re co n cerned with
lesbian gay bisexual
transgender ri ghts and
community.

BLOOD DONORS urgently
needed! Red Cross
Bloodmobile is at 1204
South 7th St. It's there
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
every Friday. Phone 2517641. Walk-ins welcome!

amorpm.

idI!l/1 Internal Revenue Service
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Hours:
Mon. - Fri. 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.

EXPERIENCE DIFFERENT
cultures! Come join
International Students
Association (ISA).
Meetings are 5 p.m. to 6
p.m. every Thursday in
Lady Slipper Room,
Atwood.

Tax questions? Call TeleTax, toll-free, for recorded
information on about 150 tax topics, 24 hours a day.

lt'..&1 o.,,.,m,otollheT,m,o

(612) 251-2569

CHECK OUT the Social
Work Association at 1 p.m.
Wednesdays in the Lady
Slipper Room, Atwood.
E~eryone is welc0me. This
could be your ch8.nce to get
involved I

Ask the IRS

Recycle me.
28 Fifth Ave. So.
St. Cloud, Minn. 56301

UTVS TELEVISION is
looking for dedicated
members. All majors
welcome. Visit us in
Stewart Hall 22 or call
255-4111 for more
information.
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1- 800-829 - 4477
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John Iran Palmer, Hypnotist
8 p.mA~CQ~~ary 6
Palmer's hypnotic career ~an in
1%9 as a g.-aduate student in expiri-
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~ei~.tlfu ~jiti~~r~
=~';;'~\T~:'~;,:tme,
0

ra:~~:.emory throughout his per-

7 p.m.;Tues. February 12
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11■'"'■·u.g,..·v■e■a■ta■lk■on
-ro■mance
--no■v■
elw
■n■·tin.
· .g.______.
-Arthur Flowers "Delta Oracle: A Groit Speaks in

r~n~e,

8 p.m.;
An is~~~:~c~~~.t~&;orium
Tfckets: Free w ~ i.d. & 5 years and under; $5 non

SCS students & Senior citizens; $8 public
Award winning novelist and performance~, Arthur
Aowers is the author of two novels, De~ues and Another

~1:/,::f ~~~~~~i:ona~~~

jects including Delta Blues, literature and African ::Zgion.

llmBANltlldblll
lto!ilmaling hl.,j(illlin Jenson
~(:l~~llro~~ Display Cases

Watertolor Paintings by Uheng-Khee Uhee
Jan. 23- Mar. 8 - AMC Gallery

~Alia
The National Theatre for the Deaf
An Italian Straw Hat
8 p.m.; Fri. February 1
Kimberly Ritsche Auditorium

I..________________.. Amadcapcorredypresented by the

V-11UJl!wk: 'ilrinur ~ iMiiDmJ d-lD
8 p.m.; Tues., Feb. 6- John Ivan Palmer, Hypnotist - AMC
Quany
11 a.m.-1 p.m.; Wed. Feb. 7 - Lemonade on the Mall & at

J~d1~%=}~~-isforall

The~l.!la~:hlllll~

dance,

educational andentertaining
7 p.m.-ntidnight; Activity night - Halenbeck
music theatre and multi-disciplinary pro8 p.m.; Thurs., Feb. 8 - The Goo-Goo Dolls - Halenbeck
grams for the campus and commuruty.
Job description: O\airs the perfonnFri., Feb. 9 & 10, - SCS Huskies V. Alaska - Hockey Center
Sat., Feb. 10, W1nter Carnival - (S nsored b American Studies

tJd~
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events, acts as member of the board.
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Captain Ron's, Inc.
654-8998

:r~~~~:~l~atAMC118
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13 STEWART HALL

255-4086

DVJ!DATE
no0n
•"
•alentin Friday, Feb.•
es PUblish
ed Feb. 13 •

• Rates: $.50 each 5-wo,rd line
• Pay by the line, not the word
• Valentines must be prepaid
• University Chronicle reserves the
right to reject any Love Line

$.50
$1.00 -------+~·

r

~

c

r-.__;-

$1.50 _~_::.,..-$2.00

r

$2.50
Name:

·
i'--

Phone: ---------Address: - M-~~~- ----- Total = $ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
-----"

Love lines can be dropped off at 13 SH
by noon Feb. 9, or at University Chronicle's
carousel Feb. 7.

